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Terror on the Planet of the Apes

Hate.
Brutus knows it well. Ape hates human, human hates Ape; Ape destroys human. To him, the only good human is a dead human, and any Ape who stands against his own kind deserves to die the same way.

Hate.
Jason knows it well. He has known it ever since the night Brutus' night-riding gorillas murdered his mother and father, ever since the night Brutus killed his own wife and framed Jason for the crime, ever since the night Jason and his chimp friend, Alexander, fled the City of the Apes as wanted felons, hunted like animals as they ran for the Forbidden Zone in a last, desperate attempt to find the Law-Giver and prove Jason's innocence.

Hate.
Brutus hates Jason. Jason hates Brutus.
Ape hates man, man hates Ape.
This deep a hate could destroy the world.
Two innocents trapped on a stark landscape of horror. Jason, the human youth who has witnessed the brutal slaying of his parents at the hands of terrorist Apes, and Alexander, the young chimp whose embittered conscience has shattered all racial barriers and enmity.

"The Mutants are almost on top of us, Jason!!"

"Yeah... and the Gorillas are slouching themselves..."

"Together, they have penetrated the purple mists of the dread Forbidden Zone, tracing the path of a mysterious Pilgrimage... seeking the revered Lawgiver, in whose absence they have been falsely accused of murder... and whose wisdom and strength might repair the bloody gulf between the species of man and the Ape."

"In the name of Brutus and the divine cause of Ape Dominance--"

"--slay them!!"

But instead of the Lawgiver, they have found nothing but the corrupt legacies of their respective species--radiation-mutated humans, and hate-maddened Apes.

"I don't know which is worse--the scorch-weapons of the Mutants or the crossbows of the Gorillas!!"

"What's the difference? With our luck, we'll get hit by both at the same time."

"Maybe not, Jase. Both factions are so eager for our blood..."

"That we just might be able to flatten ourselves against this wall--"

"--and let them collide with each other."

"Alexander, this is one bright idea that had better work--"

"--or I may never speak to you again."
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APES--!!
--INVAILING THE SACRED
DOMAIN OF THE INHERITORS!!

WHAT
IN THE--??

VAPORIZICE
THEM!!

SPUKSH!

SPREE!

SWOK!

THIS TWO FORGOTTEN ACCOMPLICES IN INNOCENCE SHRINK FROM THE BLISTERING CARNAGE OF PERHAPS THE MOST BIZARRE BATTLE IN THE ENTIRE HISTORY OF THIS BATTLE-TORN WORLD.

YOU WERE RIGHT, ALEX-- THEY'RE SO INTENT ON SLAUGHTERING THEMSELVES THAT THEY'VE COMPLETELY FORGOTTEN ABOUT US!

NOT WITHOUT ONE OF THESE SCORCH-WEAPONS--!

COME ON, JASON-- WE'VE GOT TO MOVE!!

WE'VE SEEN WHAT THEY CAN DO, AND MUCH AS I HATE TO ADMIT IT.... WE COULD USE ONE.

WELL, LET'S GET OUT OF HERE BEFORE SOMETHING JOGS THEIR MEMORY!
REALLY, JASON—SOMETIMES, I THINK YOU'D STARVE TODAY JUST SO YOU'D HAVE FOOD FOR TOMORROW.

RELAX, WILL YOU? THEY'RE STILL TOO BUSY TO EVEN NOTICE US.

WE'RE AS GOOD AS SAFE...

UH... JASE...?

THE MIST... UP AHEAD...?

Yeah, I see it...

IT'S MOVING...

IN THE SHAPE OF...

"REINFORCEMENTS."

AND...

SO MUCH FOR SAFETY, HOW ABOUT THAT WEAPON YOU BORROWED—?

AGAINST ALL THOSE CHARACTERS? NO WAY!

OUR ONLY CHANCE IS TO MAKE A BREAK FOR IT—

--AND RETREAT BACK INTO THE TUNNEL!

I WAS AFRAID YOU'D SAY THAT.

IF YOU'VE GOT ANY BRIGHTER IDEAS, MY EARS ARE WAITING. ON THE OTHER HAND, I DON'T WANT TO WASTE YOUR BREATH—

--BECAUSE I'M GOING TO BE INSIDE THAT TUNNEL BEFORE YOU CAN RECITE THE FIRST THREE WORDS OF THE LAWGIVER'S CREED!

THEY LUMBER FORWARD—SQUAT UGLY CREATURES STRIVING FORTH FROM A MIST VEILED HELL OF TWISTED RUINS, THE LEADER HALTS, BARKS A SHORT, RASPING COMMAND...
AND WHILE THE
SLAUGHTER STILL RAGES
BEYOND THE ENTRANCE
to the cave...

IT TAKES A
LOT OF NERVE
TO CLAIM WE'RE SAFE
--STUCK IN THE
MIDDLE OF THE
MUTANTS' LIVING
ROOM.

AND WE'RE
NOT GETTING
ANY CLOSER TO
FINDING THE
LAWGIVER,
YOU KNOW...

WHERE
HAVE I HEARD
THAT BEFORE?
OR IS THIS
JUST AN ECHO
IN THIS CAVE?

SAVE IT,
ALEX--SARCASM ISN'T
YOUR BEST FEATURE.
AND RIGHT NOW WE'VE
GOT OTHER THINGS
TO WORRY ABOUT...

...LIKE THE
MACHINE-
PIT.

I DON'T
SEE ANYONE
BESIDES THOSE
SHAGGY SLAVES
THE MUTANTS--
KEEP...

...BUT THERE'S NO
SENSE IN TAKING
CHANCES. I MOVE
WE TRY TO BYPASS
THE PIT BY TAKING
THAT SIDE-
TUNNEL.

THE
MOTION IS
SECONDED.

YOUR GUESSES
ARE BOUND TO
BE AS GOOD AS
MINE, ALEX--BE-
CAUSE I DON'T HAVE
ANY, BUT ONE THING'S
FOR CERTAIN--IF WE
EVER FIND THE
LAWGIVER, WE'LL
HAVE A LOT TO
TALK ABOUT.

THIS IS
JUST GREAT, JA-
SON--THE SIDE-TUN-
NEL IS TAKING US
DEEPER THAN THE
PIT, AND LOOK AT
THE WAY THESE ROCK
FORMATIONS ARE
GLINING--LIKE A FOSSILIZED
RAINBOW.

THERE'S
SOMETHING GOING
ON HERE, JASE, AND WE
DON'T KNOW WHAT IT IS.
THE MUTANTS REFERRED
tO THAT PIT AS THE
"WAR-MACHINE"--WHAT
KIND OF A MACHINE
IS THAT? AND WAR
AGAINST WHOM?

AND THOSE
SHAGGY CREATURES
--THEY LOOK LIKE
MEN AND APES, WHO--
OR WHAT--ARE THEY?

*LAST ISSUE.
--TONY.
PROFUNDITY
JASON, ISN'T
YOUR BEST-

SHHH! CAN'T
YOU HEAR THOSE
FOOTSTEPS--?

THE DISTURBANCE
WAS REPORTED AS
BEING OUTSIDE THE
SECTOR THREE
WAR-MACHINE.

TURN
RIGHT-- THIS
CORRIDOR.

INTRUDERS--!!

"TURN
RIGHT."

WHYCouldn'T
THEY HAVE TURNED
LEFT FOR ONCE, I COULDN'T
USED THE CHANGE
OF PACE...

INITIATE
ERADICATION
PROCEDURE
IMMEDIATELY.

SKRAAK!

JASON-!!

THE WEAPON
YOU STOLE-

AN OPPORTUNITY,
ALEX.

AN OPPORTUNITY.

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR-??

SKREEEZ

SPREEEZ

AND IT JUST
KNOCKED.
RUN, JASON! I'LL HOLD THIS ONE AS LONG AS I CAN... HURRY!!

DON'T BE A FOOL, ALEX! DO YOU REALLY THINK I'D LEAVE YOU HERE?

--JUST SO I COULD--

AHCK-K!

--SAVE MYSELF?

SPREEZ

PWAK RAK!

OFF!

KLUB

ALEX, BE CAREFUL-- HE'S REACHING FOR HIS WEAPON!!

HE'S STILL ALIVE--

I'VE STILL GOT EYES, JASE. I CAN SEE THAT HE'S STILL--

K-KRAK!!
ALEX-- LOOK OUT! HE'S GOING TO SINGING HIS OTHER ARM--!

OH YEAH?

NOT AFTER PUNCH HIM IN THE MOUTH WITH HIS OWN METAL FIST!!

---ALIVE?

CHWOT!

HE WAS A MACHINE, JASE...

BUT HE WAS ALIVE-- I HEARD HIM BREATHING DURING THE STRUGGLE!

I KNOW. LIVING MACHINES. ANOTHER RIDDLE FOR THE LAWGIVER...

...IF HIS FATE ISN'T ALREADY A RIDDLE IN ITSELF.

KRSZSZS

YOU DID WELL, ALEX. I'VE NEVER SEEN A CHIMP HANDLE HIMSELF LIKE THAT BEFORE.

IS THAT A FRIEND'S COMPLIMENT, JASON-- OR A HUMAN'S PATRONIZING...?

YOU KNOW WHAT I MEANT.

YEAH, MAYBE I DO.

...AND MAYBE IT'S THE SAME KIND OF ATTITUDE THAT LED TO THE FORMATION OF BRUTUS' SQUADRON OF RENEGADE GORILLAS. IT'S A DANGEROUS ATTITUDE TO--

HEY, WHAT'S THIS...?
Another tunnel... with some sort of strange tracks leading down it.

Probably the droppings of a giant mutated worm. I mean, we've fought everything else in creation on this trip!

Wait a minute--that rushing sound...

It's getting louder... can't be just the wind...

Something's coming...

Well, what are you standing there for? Do you want to wave at the thing as it goes by?

Don't lose any hair over it, Alex. I'm coming...

...and by the way, the tone of your voice is beginning to annoy me.

The tone of my voice is--

Uh oh.

It's stopping... Here.
I still don’t see why the slave-keepers can’t handle this “disturbance”... whatever it is.

Oh, you know what the slave-keepers are like. The only qualification for conscription to slave management is complete incompetence in every other field.

Guess you’re right... incidentally have you made any progress with the new prisoner’s case?

It’s a nuisance to be distracted from important work just to assume the petty responsibilities of another caste.

Very negligible. His disposition is still uncertain, but it’s possible he might be employed as a hostage in the forthcoming war...

In the meantime, he’s being held in the detention chamber adjacent to north quadrant sector nine.

Yes, they would keep him there. Best place for him, too.

Jase, did you hear them talking about a new “prisoner”?...?

Yeah... and we’ll be meeting him shortly if we don’t get out of here. Those two are bound to stumble over the bodies of the guys we left back in that corridor...

So I suggest we climb into this thing and see if it’ll take us to an exit.

Well, we certainly haven’t much to lose...
DO YOU THINK IT'LL MOVE IF I YANK ON THIS STICK...?

AND FIND OUT THEY DO...

--AS THE WEIRD RAILCAR SPRAYS FORWARD WITH AN EXPLOSION OF TREMENDOUS VELOCITY.

VRAAWW

THERE'S ONE WAY TO FIND OUT...

THIS IS IMPOSSIBLE, JASON! NOTHING CAN MOVE THIS FAST--

INCLUDING MY STOMACH, ALEX. I THINK I'LL TRY TO SLOW IT DOWN...

NO--!!

THERE'S ANOTHER MUTANT ON THAT PLATFORM UP AHEAD! KEEP GOING AS FAST AS YOU CAN!!

HEYYY!!!

STOP!!

YOU CAN'T BYPASS A TERMINAL--!!

GUESS HE WANTED A RIDE, JASE.

AS FAR AS I'M CONCERNED, HE COULD HAVE IT--IF ANYTHING LESS THAN MY LIFE DEPENDED ON THIS TORTURE MACHINE.
REPORTING BERSERK RAPID TRANSIT CAR IN TUNNEL EIGHT!
APPREHEND AT SECTOR FIVE PLATFORM-D!!
MORE OF THEM UP AHEAD--! I DON'T KNOW HOW MUCH MORE OF THIS I CAN TAKE, ALEX...
LOOK-- JUST GET IT THROUGH YOUR STOMACH THAT WE CAN'T STOP FOR ANYTHING!

STOP!!
STOP BEFORE WE CRASH INTO THAT METAL WALL!!

I SEE IT, I SEE IT!

SKREEEEEE

EMERGE FROM THE VEHICLE-- SUBMISSIVELY.
YOU ARE NOW PRISONERS OF THE INHERITORS...

...AND YOU WILL NOW BE CONDUCTED TO GESTALT HEADQUARTERS FOR FACILITATION OF...

...EXECUTION!

MOVE!!

END CHAPTER ONE
CHAPTER TWO: THE ABOMINATION ARENA!

THE CITY: A SPRAWLING COMPLEX OF APOBÉ-MOUND STRUCTURES, A PLACE WHERE SUN-COLORED DOMES AND ARCHWAYS BASK IN THE GLARING NOONDA Y SUN... AND WHERE BARE EARTHEN STREETS YIELD TO THE TRAFFIC OF BOTH HUMAN AND APE PASSAGE...

IT IS ALSO A PLACE WHERE THE HARMONY OF SPECIES INTEGRATION IS SEVERELY THREATENED... BY THE ABSENCE OF THE LAWGIVER, HE WHO HAD WISELY RULED THE CITY ENCLAVE.

THE THREAT IS INTENSIFIED BY THE PRESENCE OF BRUTUS, HE WHO SECRETLY LEADS A TERRORIST ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO HUMAN SUBJUGATION AND ENSLAVEMENT UNDER THE HEEL OF APE DOMINATION. HIS DEVOTION TO THIS PERVERTED IDEAL IS SO FANATIC THAT IT HAS ALLOWED HIM TO REMORSELESSLY MURDER HIS OWN WIFE WHEN FACED WITH THE PROSPECT OF DISCOVERY...

IRONIC, THEN, THAT HE PUBLICLY SERVES AS THE CITY'S PEACE OFFICER...

...A VERY INFLUENTIAL PERSONAGE INDEED.

I WISH TO SEE XAVIER.

IMMEDIATELY, OFFICER BRUTUS.

BROTHER XAVIER, PEACE OFFICER BRUTUS REQUESTS AN AUDIENCE.

WHY, I... ER... WELL, UH... SHOW HIM IN...

AS AN ADMINISTRATOR, XAVIER IS LITTLE MORE THAN... WEAK.
I HAVE RECEIVED RELIABLE REPORTS THAT THE CHIMP KNOW AS ALEXANDER AND THE HUMAN MURDERER, JASON, HAVE ENTERED THE FORBIDDEN ZONE.

I WANT YOU TO AUTHORIZE MY IMMEDIATE ENTRY INTO THE FORBIDDEN ZONE--ACCOMPANIED BY A FULL COMPLEMENT OF LAW OFFICERS--FOR THE EXPRESS PURPOSE OF APPEARING THESE TWO DANGEROUS FUGITIVES.

WELL, I DON'T KNOW...

YES, OFFICER BRUTUS...BUT THERE IS THE MATTER OF THESE, UH, RECENT CHARGES ACCUSING YOU OF BEING THE LEADER OF A BAND OF UH...RENEGADE GORILLAS...

ABSURD CHARGES LEVELLED BY A HUMAN CRIMINAL!! WHOSE WORD ARE YOU GOING TO BELIEVE--HIS OR MINE??

OR MUST I REMIND YOU THAT THE LAWGIVER PERSONALLY APPOINTED ME AS PEACE OFFICER OF THIS CITY??

AND THAT HE HAS REQUESTED FULL REPORTS ON ANYONE WHO INTERFERES WITH THE FACILITATION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES.

WHY, UH...YOU DIDN'T LET ME FINISH...

I WAS ABOUT TO SAY THAT I CONSIDER THE CHARGES AGAINST YOU TO BE ENTIRELY GROUNDLESS...AND THAT, ER, I'M CERTAIN THE LAWGIVER WOULD FEEL THE SAME...

STEP LIVELY, YOU TWO.

--UH...ARREST."

EXCELLENT WORK, FELLOW INHERITORS.

THE GESTALT COMMANDERS Await THE DELIVERY OF YOUR PRISONERS.
THE GUARD STEPS ASIDE, OPENING THE MASSIVE METAL DOORS, AND JASON AND ALEXANDER ARE URGED FORWARD... INTO MADNESS.

A MASSIVE CAVERN OF DERANGED WONDER, FURNISHED IN AN INCONGRUOUS BLEND OF RAW NATURE AND SOPHISTICATED TECHNOLOGY... WHERE STALACTITE MEETS STALAGMITE IN A PILLARED CHAMBER OF ELECTRONIC VIBRATION... AND WHERE MACHINE JOINS GLEAMING MACHINE TO LURK IN THE SHADOWS OF MESHED ROCK...

**MUTANT-DRONE ZEE--** BRING THEM FORWARD FOR INTERROGATION.

AT ONCE, GESTALT COMMANDER BE-ONE.

ALEX--! THAT... THAT LUMPY GRAY THING... IT SPOKE--!

THE LAWGIVER HELP US, JASE-- BUT I WISH I'D PAID AS LITTLE ATTENTION TO OUR LESSONS AS YOU DID, BECAUSE I DON'T WANT TO RECOGNIZE THAT LUMPY GRAY THING FOR WHAT IT IS...

...A BRAIN.

WE ARE WISE AND WE ARE BRAINS! AFTER YOUR DEMISE YOU'LL MISS YOUR PAINS.

FORWARD, YOU TWO-- AND REMAIN SILENT!
silenced you are and silent you'll stay; for we are the Gestalt and we'll have our way.

Be-three, yer poetry stinks! And furthermore! Ya gotta be da dumbest mug ever ta set brain in dis here territory! Ya don't sweet-talk yer basic prisoner--ya let im kiss da shine offa yer brass knuckles!

They're crazy, Alex--

Well, they certainly have the capacity for it...

Crazy, perhaps... schizophrenia, definitly but my associates and I all share one quality in common, we are curious...

Are you two related to the gorillas who earlier assaulted our cave-fortress...

Related to Brutus' scum-? You've got to be out of your mind--those gorillas are almost as bad as you and your mutants!

Yeah, the only difference is that they want to wipe out or enslave humans--and you want to wipe out or enslave everyone who isn't mutant-!!

To be a mutant is to be a machine; a mere extension of we who are clean. Those who are not connected to the brain are those who shall dwell briefly in shame; for theirs is a lot which can never remain.

As soporific as Be-three's verse may be, I am afraid that I--as the Supreme Gestalt Commander Be-One--must agree with his sentiments.

You cannot be allowed continued life-functions.
Mutant-drone arr, assist drone Zee in escorting the prisoners to the arena. Indulgence in vicarious titillation will be permitted.

I heard a lot of stinking big words from a jiggling blob of lumpy gray gook, if that's what you mean... and my ears have already been stuffed with that kind of garbage, so you can just take your slimy big words and stuff 'em right up your lumpy gray...

Silence!!

Move!

I tink we oughtta just ventilate sassy little plunk and save da arena for somebody who's worth dat kind of style...

Shouting at them won't do any good, Jason.

How do you know, Alex? You've never even tried if you haven't even the guts to shout...

Move!

Maybe I haven't got enough guts Jase...

...but at least I've got enough sense to realize we're prisoners... whether we waste our breath on shouting or not.

So we're prisoners, so what?

It's not the end of the world, Alex...

...and it's no reason to just sit there gathering moss.

We've got to find a way...

The doors... they just opened by themselves, Alex...

Wait a minute, Jase...

It's pretty dark out there...
IN FACT, IT LOOKS SUSPICIOUSLY LIKE A TRAP.

Yeah... and they're crazy if they think we're dumb enough to just walk right into it.

SO TELL ME SOMETHING I DON'T KNOW....

Yeah... I guess there's a time and a place for being dumb enough to walk right into a trap... just like everything else...

BUT IT SURE IS SPOOKY, JASE.

WHAT THE--?!?

THE WALL, JASE-- IT'S THE WALL!!

HOW ABOUT THIS, it's going to crush us if we don't get out of here!

SPOOKY--? This tunnel's like a nightmare I had... dreamed I was swallowed by a giant snake--!

SO LET'S GET OUT THEN.

Wonder what it leads to...
LIGHTS! BRILLIANTLY BLINDING LIGHTS BURSTING AND FLARING INTO AGONY BEFORE THEIR DARKNESS-DEADENED EYES...

LIGHTS TO ILLUMINE A BIZARRE AMPHITHEATER SCULPTED FROM ROCK...

AND ABOVE -- A GALLERY OF THE CURIOUS AND THE SANGUINARY... MUTANT DRONES SHIELDED FROM THE INTENSE LIGHT BY A MAKESHIFT CANOPY OF PROPPED CANVAS...

PREPARE YOURSELVES FOR MORTAL COMBAT!

YOU WILL FIND WEAPONS TO YOUR RIGHT.

PRETTY WEIRD WEAPONS. HOW'S YOUR VISION, JASE?

GETTING BETTER, ALEX... AND ALREADY GOOD ENOUGH TO SEE WHO OUR OPPONENT IS...

ONE OF BRUTUS' MANGY GORILLAS--!

WEAPONS--?
I'M LUCKY IF I CAN SEE MY OWN NOSE...

I KNOW WHAT YOU MEAN, JASE... BUT OUR EYES SHOULD ADJUST SOON...
SO, HUMAN... IT IS YOU! AM I TO BATTLE, IT WOULD SEEM, THE CAUSE OF APE DOMINANCE SHALL YET PREVAIL...

FOR WHILE I REGRET THE CIRCUMSTANCES, THE SITUATION COULD NOT PLEASE ME MORE.

YOU SAID IT, VERMIN-HIDE!

ALEX, REMIND ME TO THANK THOSE UGLY BRAINS FOR PITTING ME AGAINST THIS STINKING ANIMAL... BECAUSE I'VE BEEN WAITING FOR THE DAY I COULD GET JUST ONE OF BRUTUS' PACK ALONE.

JASON... HOLD IT! HE'S NOT THE ONE WE'RE SUPPOSED TO FIGHT...

THE MUTANTS CAPTURED US TOGETHER... THOUGHT WE WERE TOGETHER... AND THEY'VE STOCKED THAT PIT IN THE CENTER OF THE ARENA...

--WITH SOMETHING BIG ENOUGH FOR ALL THREE OF US TO TAKE ON!!

RAWAURK!

AND HE'S MAD JASE... BOY IS HE MAD!!

I JUST HOPE THIS SHIELD WILL--

KRENCH!

YEEEEEE!!
GET OUT OF THE WAY, YOU LOUSY GORILLA--!

RAUK

I CAN SAVE ALEX BY MYSELF!!

SHUMP, RAWAU!

THEN, SCARCELY AFTER THE ECHOING DEATH-ROAR HAS FADED--

NOW WHAT--?! LOOKS LIKE YOUR NIGHTMARE IS COMING TRUE, JASE. IT'S ANOTHER BEAST-- MUTATED BY THE HOLOCAUST--!

I SEE IT--! AND UNLESS WE WANT TO BE GORED TO DEATH, WE'D BETTER FORGET OUR OWN DIFFERENCES AND COOPERATE TO--!

...WHILE THE SECOND MUTATION MERELY SNORTS, AND THUNDERS FORWARD IN A MORE DIRECT ATTACK...

FSSSSS WHAT--?! TWO OF THEM?!

...AND THE FIRST ONE RASPS A SIBILANT HISS LACED WITH SINISTER MENACE...

GRUVK... STRAIGHT TOWARD JASON.
ALEX, HOWEVER, BOLTS TOWARD A SCENE OF MORE IMMEDIATE URGENCE...

HELP!!

...FOR THE MALEVOLENT LEVIATHAN HAS ALREDY FOUND A SUBJECT FOR THE SLIME-SLICK EMBRACE OF ITS COILS...

THANK YOU, BROTHER SIMIAN...

WHAT'S GOING WRONG? THEY'VE ALREADY MANAGED TO DISPATCH TWO OF THE INHERITOR'S PETS--!

THAT'S ALL RIGHT, ALEX-- DON'T BOTHER RUSHING TO MY AID...

AFTER ALL, I'M ONLY YOUR FRIEND--

AND I CAN ALWAYS TAKE CARE OF MYSELF.

AND NOW THE HUMAN HAS TURNED ASIDE THE THIRD ONE!

DON'T WORRY, THEIR LUCK WON'T SUSTAIN THEM FOREVER.

HURRY-- WHERE'S THAT SPIKED ROPE?

ROPE? OH... YOU MEAN THE WIRE--!

IT'S OVER HERE.
JASON-- WHAT ARE YOU DOING?! THE BEAST IS CHARGING AGAIN!!
JUST KEEP IT BUSY UNTIL I GET THESE TWO THINGS TIED TOGETHER.

THAT'S EASY FOR YOU TO SAY...!
JUST TEASE IT SLOWLY AND DODGE IT FAST-- I'VE ALREADY GOT THE WIRE TIED...

SO IT'LL JUST TAKE ANOTHER SECOND TO--

--BRING THE ROOF DOWN...--

STOP!!

THAT WEAPON IS DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF DEFENSE ONLY!!

MMPH URMG MMPHL!!

...AND ANCHOR A LADDER OUT OF HERE!

ALEX-- COME ON-- HAUL YOURSELF UP HERE BEFORE THESE MUSH-FACED MUTANTS FIND THEIR WAY OUT OF THE SHEETS!!

WELL I'LL BE...
YOU SURE WILL--
IF YOU DON'T
MOVE!

I CAN'T
SEE--
I CAN'T
SEE!

I WANT YOU
TO NOTICE,
THAT YOUR FRIEND THE
GORILLA HERE HAS
SELFISHLY DECIDED TO
GO FIRST--!

LET HIM
GO--LET HIM
GO...

I--
BUT
WHATEVER YOU DO,
MAKE HIM HURRY--

THAT WAS QUICK
THINKING, JASE--AND IF
WE HAD THE TIME I'D
THANK YOU...

BUT SINCE THE
MUTANT DRONES ARE ALREADY
STARTING TO
SHOVE THEIR WAY OUT OF YOUR
HOMEMADE TENT,
OUR TIME SEEMS TO BE GETTING
SCARCE!

BECAUSE HERE I
COME!

YEAH?
WELL I'D STILL
LIKE TO TAKE THE
TIME TO MAKE THIS
STINKING GORILLA
EAT HIS FUR!

WILL YOU
KNOCK IT OFF--
JUST FOR ONCE,
JASE--?!

WE'RE ALL
IN THIS TOGETHER
NOW, SO JUST RUN--
WE CAN ALWAYS KILL
EACH OTHER LATER!
But their frantic run is soon halted...

Hey, Alex-- isn't this where they said the "prisoner" was being kept...?

Mutant-drone Zee, I have a message for you...

Glad to meet you!!

North Quadrant - Sector Nine -

Huh? I'm not Zee-- I'm Em.

The Lawgiver--!!

Please, if you would be so kind... the keys...?

Of course, sir--

Lawgiver, sir, my name is Alex, and I must inform you that our city is in a most distressing state of...

I'm certain it is, young Alex, but I'm afraid this is neither the time nor the place to discuss it.

He's right, Alex...

Here they come.

Hurry up-- I'll use the mutant's weapon to delay them--!

Follow me-- the airstrip is down this corridor.

Airstrip--?
YES, IT'S RIGHT ON THE SIDE OF THIS MOUNTAIN WHICH HOUSES THE MUTANT'S CAVERN-COMPLEX-- AND IT'S USED TO STORE THEIR SKY-SLEDS...

SO THAT'S WHAT THAT THING IS. WHAT DOES IT DO?

IT FLIES, YOUNG ALEX. I WAS CAPTURED AND BROUGHT HERE IN THIS VEHICLE.

WELL, SEE WE CAN USE IT TO ESCAPE.

I CAN'T HOLD OFF THESE MUSH-FACES MUCH LONGER!!

WELL, HERE GOES THEN...

IT WORKED! WE'RE SAFE!!

NOT QUITE, ALEX, YOUR FRIEND THE Gorilla JUst PULLED A WEAPON ON THE LAWGIVER.

SILENCE! YOU ARE ALL UNDER MY COMMAND...

...AND YOU WILL NOW DIRECT THIS VESSEL OUT OF THE FORBIDDEN ZONE AND STRAIGHT TO BRUTUS' ENCAMPMENT!

FSHSHSH

NEXT ISSUE: A RIVERBOAT NAMED SIMIAN
Marvel Goes Ape!

And why not? After all we're offering—for the first and only time this issue—subscriptions to not only PLANET OF THE APES, but also CRAZY, THE DEADLY HANDS OF KUNG FU, DRACULA LIVES, and our entire line of magazine masterpieces. So why delay? Just fill out the convenient coupon located below and we'll rush every issue of your favorite magazines to you as soon as they roll off the presses. And we're not monkeying around! So subscribe today, tomorrow may be too late... err, late.

Yes! I don't want to risk missing any more monsters (and any of your non-monster books as well). So here's my hard-earned bread (check or money order only) for:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>CANADA</th>
<th>FOREIGN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td>$9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLANET OF THE APES</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONSTERS UNLEASHED</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRACULA LIVES (six issues)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALES OF THE ZOMBIE</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAMPIRE TALES (six issues)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAUNT OF HORROR (six issues)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVAGE TALES (six issues)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONSTERS OF THE MOVIES</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEADLY HANDS OF KUNG FU</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRAZY (seven issues)</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>6.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name__________________________Age_________
Address________________________________
City________ State________ Zip________
I'll Make You a Master of Karate

KARATE is the secret, Oriental art of self-defense that turns your hands, arms, legs into paralyzing weapons... without any bodily contact.

In just 2 hours after you receive "SUPER KARATE" you will be on your way to being an invincible Karate Master, at home, this Fast, Easy way or it costs you nothing.

Wallace W. Reumann
Author of "Super Karate" and widely-known authority on Karate. He sits in the positionaddressed by the World Karate Federation in Tokyo.

I spent 3 years in Japan learning the little-known, Oriental art of defense in which you turn your hands, arms, legs into incredibly powerful weapons of attack. When you know how to use KARATE, you disarm and disable your opponent in SECONDS.

When you apply the KARATE technique illustrated on page 9, the man you are fighting will be unable to gain a hold on your hand. You can take an opponent from the floor over your head and, if necessary, give him a blow to the ground. (In fact, a recent photograph in Popular Science shows a 115-lb. girl slamming her 240-lb. instructor into the practice dummy.

With KARATE you can disarm an opponent making you with his fists, a broken bottle, a revolver, or any kind of bludgeon. You can turn an attacker's strike into a simple punch that easily throws him over your shoulder. You'll look, in the eye and you'll walk the streets with the knowledge that NOBODY can touch you. You are protected against any weapon, any situation—AND THAT YOU can do it without any bodily contact.

Costs ONLY $9.90

You may be in your own house or wherever you are, be able to defend yourself, in just a few minutes. You can take a blow with your arm, without fear of injury. And the most important thing of all, you can protect yourself and your loved ones. Now, order your own copy of KARATE TODAY!

30 East 61st Street
New York, N.Y. 10021

Special Money-Saving Combination Offer!

Order both the SUPER KARATE BOOK and LIFE-LIKE DUMMY for only $9.90 postpaid and SAVE 25c. Just check box in coupon below. We pay all postage. Great Britain 1£.

Mail Money-Saving No-Risk Trial Coupon Now!

Precise Publications, Dept. KA-17
Box 322, Lenox Hill 50h.

[Space for coupon details]

Six Fists of Fury

The Sons of the Tiger
A Bruce Lee Triple-Feature
Secrets of Karate
—and—
Shang-Chi,
Master of Kung Fu

Deadly Hands of Kung Fu

A 68-page Martial Arts masterpiece—
ONE SALE NOW!
Hey there, Apes-ophiles! The response to our first issue of PLANET OF THE APES was overwhelming. The gang in the mailroom was delayed by your enthusiastic letters and struggled valiantly to keep their heads above all those envelopes while our head man, Tony Cerniglia, stood on top of his desk and throw a life preserver to our poor unfortunate Michele Wolfman, who was up to her eyeballs in Apes missiles.

We hardly know what to say, Marvelites, except a hearty thanks for your support and that Tony and the Gang will be ready for your next rapturous onslaught. We hope.

And now, what say we get on with the letters?

Dear Stan, Roy, Doug, Mike, and Everyone else,

Marvel puts out the best black-and-white magazines this side of the Andromeda Galaxy. Your newest offering, PLANET OF THE APES, is an exciting idea. I am quite sure as the months go by that this magazine will become one of Marvel's most popular mags. I can't resist mentioning the cover. B-E-A-U-T-I-F-U-L Bob Larkin is tied with Boris as my favorite cover artist for the black-and-white mags. Come on, Marvel, give these two titans a chance to do some interior art, instead of limiting their work to covers.

Speaking of interior artwork, I have to give Mike Ploog my compliments. Every time Mike turns out a new job his style has improved in some distinctive manner. Mike drew Jason, Alexander, and the rest of the apes the way they should be drawn. It was an excellent job, Mike. I don't believe any other artist, with the exception of Bob Larkin, could have turned out such a great job.

Doug Moench's story was very good. Gerry Conway's idea was nice. One question, though, Doug; this Brutus character is hard to understand. On page 28, Brutus kills his wife, Zena. Supposedly, Brutus is afraid she will go to the authorities and reveal the existence of their terrorist group. Yet, on page 28, Brutus lets Alex escape. And Alex had just as much knowledge about Brutus's terrorist group. Weird, huh?

The Lawgiver's entrance into the Forbidden Zone is the making of a true mystery, Doug. I am anxious to learn the reason for his excursion.

The "Planet of the Apes" adaptation was A-OK. George Tuska and Mike Esposito did a fair job with the art. The retelling of the original films will make a great back-up feature. I hope it is as much a success as Roy Thomas' adaptation of "Dracula" in DRACULA LIVES. PLANET OF THE APES is a fantastic new magazine. It's something to really go ape over. Best of luck.

JACKIE FROST
W. Monroe, Il. 71291

Doug says he has a strong defense for Brutus' behavior. Brutus does in Zena because he has evidence that will support her story about the terrorist group while Alex's story would remain unsubstantiated. In Doug's opinion--and he'd know better than anyone else--any accusation that Alex might make against such a respected citizen as Brutus would fall upon deaf ears and be met with ridicule.

Nice defense, Doug. Not great, but better than most we come up with.

By the way, since your letter touches on the subject, we'll make a brief revelation that'll either clear up who did what in our premiere ish of PLANET OF THE APES or else will completely confuse everything. Merry Gerry Conway did not have the idea for Doug Moench's plot and script for the "Terror of the Planet of the Apes!" How's that for a contradiction, since our pulsating premier ish flatly states that Gerry did. Actually, Gerry was the first one to put forth the idea of presenting a magazine based upon the Apes movies, and that such a series could have a human and an ape roaming together. From that point on, the strip was Doug's holligame, since Gerry is involved in countless other projects, including our brand spanking new black-and-white science fiction magazine, UNKNOWN WORLDS OF SCIENCE FICTION.

There. Hope that finally sets the record straight. Sheesh, but this comic book biz really gets complicated. It would really simplify things if the prolific Mr. Moench could not only conceive the ideas for the Apes series, but also script them and illustrate them and ink them and letter them and...

Ah, knowing us, we'd manage to foul that up, too.

Dear Sirs,

I would really like to have autographs of Roddy McDowall and Kim Hunter. Could you send them to me?

Thank you very much.

DANNY GALLOW
50 Otsego Ave.
San Francisco, Calif. 94112

Sorry, Danny. We'd do it if we could. Heck, we wouldn't mind getting Roddy McDowall and Kim Hunter to autograph our copies of PLANET OF THE APES. But, truth to tell, it's just not in our power. Your best bet is to write CBS in care of Roddy McDowall and they'll probably be able to help you.

Just as a matter of record, we might as well tell you that while some of our writers, especially the ones doing articles on the Apes, have been on the film sets, most of your bullpen (with the notable exception of Chris Claremont—who has just returned from the Coast) haven't had any connection with Apes material outside our magazine. In other words, we have to wait as anxiously as you do for any new movie or product that is manufactured about the Apes. We'll try to keep you well informed, and Chris will be giving you the inside details of the making of the Apes television series starting this very issue...and that's a claim no other monster mag can make, True Believer.

Dear Marvel,

Well, here it is at one in the morning and I've just finished reading your new PLANET OF THE APES mag. Since I am an "Ape" fanatic and a general science fiction nut, I felt I had to give you all my thoughts and reactions on the aforementioned.

When I first learned you were going to put out a PLANET OF THE APES mag, I was delighted. My only regret is that the series is not in color, although I realize we will get more Apes-based material in this larger black-and-white form.

Your "Terror on the Planet of the Apes" series is okay in itself, but I don't like the setting, that of a world where the Apes roared and now live in semipace with the Humans, I liked the world where the Apes were in control and the Humans were merely animals. In my opinion, APAC or Twentieth Century-Fox or whoever blew up the whole world at the end of the second film made a big mistake. The third film is believable enough, that of three apes returning to the Earth of the past. The fourth and fifth films, however, were progressively less believable. To think that apes could gain enough intelligence in just nineteen or twenty years to carry off a revolution is ridiculous. I liked the fourth film; but only for the great sets and the fun scenes where the Apes jumped all over the Humans. The fifth film, wherein we are expected to believe that the semi-intelligent Apes have learned to talk and carry on just like man, is dumb.

My suggestion would be to introduce a series taking place after the second film. Such a series could be easily explained by stating a two-thousand year old Doomsday Bomb loses its potency. You could have more astronauts return to the war-changed world of the future (surely a major space exploration of stars up to two or three hundred light years away would consist of much more than two ships) or a story set farther ahead when Humans have regained some or
Anyhow, you asked for ideas. You want ideas. I get some.
Why don’t you use scenes from the movies on your covers i.e., Taylor being hunted by gorillas, mutants, and their rebels lovue in the city, etc.) An interview with Paul Dehn, who did the screenplay for the four Apes sequels would probably have a lot of fascinating information. I’d like to see some single reviews of each of the Apes movies.

By the way, I was going to ask my Mom for a subscription. The next day I walked into my room carrying PLANET OF THE APES; and, before, I could say a word, she said, “Good grief! Why don’t you get a subscription to that before I go CRAYZY?” (Marv, you sly old dog!)

PROF. RALPH SONGLEBLONK (alias)
520 East Hrd Rd.
Chester, Va. 23831

Ralph Songleblonk? Man, we know you wouldn’t use your real name after you had your Mom asking, “Whadya get?” and referred to your brother as dumb. Still, your persistance, whoever you are, is admirable and everybody from READER’S DIGEST to CRAYZY MAGAZINE thanks you for the plugs. (You sly old dog!)

You have raised some interesting questions, in our opinion and our half-baked theory is now wondering if the Apes are plagued by the old waiting-in-the-doctor’s-office-blues-while-your-fever-breaks-106°-and-your-left-arm-is-a-jigsaw-puzzle-that-your-right-arm-is-trying-to-hold-together. We’ll leave Doug Moench to ponder that little gem.

“Terror of the Planet of the Apes!” is rapidly drawing to a close. Our next installment, which Doug hints will conclude this first all-new comics story based on the Apes will be titled, “A Riverboat Named Simian!”

As for UNKNOWN WORLDS OF SCIENCE FICTION, Keith, check our first answer. But while your waiting for its appearance, and between Apes magazines, check out our color comic of epic WAR OF THE WORLDS, which has our red-haired rebel Killraven continuing his battle against Earth’s conquerors. And if you haven’t been following the adventures of Killraven and his Fremon, for shame. We just know someone is gonna ask us if Killraven’s future and the Ape’s future are one in the same. Go, ask us. See if we care. And by the time you do, maybe someone’ll come up with an answer.

Darth/Imadah:
“Twas while scouring the magazine racks, searching for something with which to while away the darkling hours, that I came upon your new title. “Great roaring waves of Hellfire,” I thought, “not another manifestation of that weary, time-worn Apes Shlitch! Not from Marvell!” But, there it was, it was a first edition, i.e., a possible collector’s item. So with a gritting of teeth I bought the issue and teok it home, all the way muttering fine invective about decadent, money hungry publishers and sleeping dogs. Eventually I got around to reading it. Beautiful. Despite a slightly soporific introduction, the magazine shone far above all the other magazines with a similar orientation. The initial two chapters of “Terror...” proved to be well thought out, conceived, and executed. Free from the juvenile attempts at cheap humor found in many magazines (and even, to a certain extent, in the first two Ape films) it was free to weave a tight, fast-moving, and interesting plot. Best of all, through various analogies it was able to beautifully portray certain of our present-day social troubles and explore them without the usual preachiness one would expect.

The various photos, stills not normally seen, proved to be an integral part of sections detailing the makeup and the overview of the Apes series. Ed Lawrence and Gary Garmar are to be congratulated for their masterful covering of a topic I had thought long exhausted due to the already innumerable articles written about the series. And, again, for scripting, Doug Moench merits special plaudits for the excellent work done in “Terror...” The interview with Rod Serling I also found most relevant and highly interesting.

As a whole then, I found the first magazine to be of a much higher quality than I had first expected from an Apes mag. I’m going to reccomend it to some of the other students at UCSD, and one professor to whom I showed it—he teaches a course in Science Fiction and one in Modern Literature at another college—found it “most insightful into the aspects of the creation and perusal of the Apes series.” If the following issues match even half the quality of the first one, then I’d say you’ve got a winner on your hands. Excelsior!

J.M. STRACZYNUSKI
556 Naples, P#304
Chula Vista, Calif. 92011

Doug hasn’t seen your letter yet, J.M., but we kinda get the idea that he’s not going to react negatively to it. And neither are we.

We think the second and third issues of PLANET OF THE APES have sustained that high level begun in our first issue, and our fourth Apes saga should top its predecessors.

The first PLANET OF THE APES letters column is rapidly drawing to a close. It seems like only months ago when we began it, and now, here we are at the end, looking for the right line to cap this momentous occasion. One line and we can go home, out into the dark Manhattan night. Just one line. Boy, do we wish we could come up with that one line.

And why don’t you come up with some lines for a next letters page? Tony and Michele and Louie aren’t going to be taken unaware next time. They’re ready for the flood-tide of mail that will swamp the office.

And as for our one last line... Hang in there! And don’t forget to send your cards, letter, bananna... you name it, we’ll probably get it, to:

PLANET OF THE APES
Marvel Comics Group
576 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Roy, Baby,
I don’t really know how to write this missive. (Missive: Impossible!!!) I just wanna say this:

“WHHEEEE!!!”

But if you only knew, Roy... if you only knew how long I searched for PLANET OF THE APES! I’ve been to every store in Hopewell, Petersburg looking for it. I was searching like MAD. Sorry, Marv.

I know it takes longer for a magazine to go on sale down here, but not two months. Brokenheartedly, I admitted defeat.

What could I do? In anger, I bought some Apes merchandise. (Some? Did I say “some”? Hah! Models, novels, action-figures.)

Thank the Lord of Louisiana that my brother cut his foot. “What’s that?” you ask. You see, my dumb brother cut his foot in an accident, and my Mom took him down to the doctor. She dragged me down, too, to help the lil’ guy walk. We had a one o’clock appointment. We sat in the reception room. Yeesh! I hate sitting in the reception room and flipping through old copies of LIBERTY and LADIES HOME JOURNAL. Well, about two o’clock, my Mom asked if I wanted to go to the drugstore. I said, “No, thank you.” Around four o’clock I was bored, sick-to-my-stomach-from-the-READER’S DIGEST and wanted to get back outta there. So I went and gave me two bucks and said, “Don’t be too long!”

I went to the A & P to buy some cupcakes. Holy Hannah! Things is expensive! I left the front way, and there was George’s Drug Store. What the hey! Might as well take a look-see.

I moved the magazines aside, then to the right and... HEY! WHAT’S THAT? A LITTLE RED SQUARE! IT SAYS, “One dollar.” And there’s a gorilla under it!!! Could it be? Oh my gosh... it IS IT IS!

THE FIRST ISSUE PHANTASMAGORIA OF THE PLANET OF THE APES!

Well, I got back to the doctor’s office, and my Mom and brother were still waiting. “Whadya get?” asked my Mom. I fiddled out old PLANET. My Mom neared fainted. I had driven her CRAZY (There you go, Marv) trying to get that flushuggering thing.

We were there for awhile more, and I had lots of time to read the magazine.

I loved it! The cover was very colorful. “Terror of the Planet of the Apes” caught the mood of the movie right where it lived. Mr. Ploog was drawing above and beyond the call of duty. The review was okay but kinda fuzzy. Mr. Serling was interesting. “The Face of the Apes” was informative, but you should do an article that shows us how the make-up is applied. Your adaptation of the first Apes movie was much better than the one done awhile back by one of your competitors.
Missed Any Marvel Masterpieces Lately?

Don't fret, faithful one!
The Marvel Back-Issue Emporium is now open and ready for business!

Okay, you win!
Please send me the following irreplaceable items:

Enclosed is my check or money order for $_______
[Includes postage and handling]

Mail coupon to: MARVEL MONSTER GROUP
575 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

Name _____________________________

Address __________________________

City __________ State ___________ Zip _____

SORRY: MINIMUM ORDER $3.00
New York residents add sales tax.
Canadian and foreign orders add 75¢ for postage.
KARATE

KUNG-FU • JUDO • JIU-JITSU • SAVATE
AIKIDO • TAE-KWON-DO

THE TOTAL SELF-DEFENSE SYSTEM

In the shortest time you can learn the fantastic techniques of self-defense and you'll never be afraid again! This unique Home Course will reveal numerous fighting methods that you can put to immediate use. Easy and exciting to learn, you'll be able to master any difficult situation. In only a short while, the knowledge of the World's Top Fighting Experts can be Yours!!

Regardless of your age, you can master this TOTAL SELF-DEFENSE SYSTEM! It doesn't require muscles or size to be a MASTER at self-defense, but it does require KNOW-HOW!! The knowledge of Karate has enabled small, slight men to successfully and completely protect themselves from men twice their size; in just seconds the Karate Master can completely immobilize any attacker — destroying him!

With Karate training ... YOUR HANDS AND FEET COULD HAVE FANTASTIC NEW POWER!!

Your hands will have the power of an axe and you can use your elbows, knees and feet as death-dealing clubs! Karate is the most feared fighting method known to man! The open hand can deliver a single Karate blow many times more powerful than a boxing champion's punch! You'll quickly learn all the vital striking areas that will flatten the biggest and toughest assailant ... FAST! You'll reduce any assailant to cringing helplessness, in just seconds. You'll fear no man ... ever! Our TOTAL SELF-DEFENSE SYSTEM is the most DEADLY form of defense and attack ever devised.

A NEW YOU!

EVERYONE ADMires AND RESPECTS A KARATE MASTER!

Once you learn the skills of Karate and our Total Self-Defense System — you'll possess a New Self-Confidence that will generate a new you! You'll be able to Master any situation. You can actually become a destructive, fighting, self-defense power machine ... in the shortest time!!

You'll learn the techniques of Karate, Kung-Fu, Judo, Jiu-Jitsu, Savate, Aikido, Tae-Kwon-Do, which add up to the most complete Total Self-Defense System ever!!

Regardless of your age or build ... YOU CAN BECOME MORE POWERFUL!

We'll help you to become aware of the destructive forces you already possess. We'll teach you to channel your forces so that you'll be able to protect yourself from any attacker!

• Learn the secrets of the Ancient Oriental Masters!
• Walk the streets with a New Confidence, feeling safe, knowing you can protect your loved ones.
• Learn all the vulnerable areas of the body — so that you can demolish anybody!
• Destroy any attacker with Super Self-Defense Techniques!
• Easy to read, completely illustrated instructions — learn at home!

YOU'LL BE DYNAMITE!

FREE MAIL TODAY

UNIVERSAL Dept. 4
Box 39303
Detroit, Mich. 48239

Shoot the 'works' to me — rush me a FREE Colorful Brochure — FREE INFORMATION about Karate & other Self-Defense Techniques. Enclosed you'll find 25c to help cover postage and handling.

Name __________________________ Age ______

Address _______________________

City _______ State _______ Zip _______
Journey to the Planet of the Apes

by Chris Claremont

I took me roughly a day to get to the Planet of the Apes. An hour driving from Manhattan to Kennedy International Airport; six hours jammed into a very crowded 747 eating soggy Hungarian Goulash and wondering all the while why I'd been fool enough to fork out three bucks for the privilege of watching a truly loopy film an hour of kicking, screaming, gouging, cursing, kung fu—you name it—just to get my bags and get the hell out of Los Angeles International Airport—which is a pretty horrid nightmare in itself, mad bombers notwithstanding—and finally, a couple of truly hectic hours spent driving around the Los Angeles freeway system, wondering why I'm heading towards San Clemente when I wanted to go to Hollywood, wondering why everyone drives at seventy or they drive at seven, wondering who the creep was who invented the automobile and why I don't wring the little hum's neck. And eventually—after much trial and error and a few near-collisions—finding myself heading north on the San Diego Freeway to Olympic Boulevard, hanging a right and trucking on down to the Avenue of the Stars, hanging another right on West Pico and... bingo!

Twentieth Century-Fox. Home of Planet of the Apes. I have arrived.

A brief digression. And we flip backwards through the time stream to 1968 and the premiere of a hit film, the Fox/Aplac production of Pierre Boile's novel Planet of the Apes. Produced by Arthur P. Jacobs, directed by Franklin Schaffner, starring Charlton Heston, Roddy McDowall and Kim Hunter, the film turned out to be a runaway success. Which—in the manner of many studio runaway successes—spawned a sequel, BENEATH THE PLANET OF THE APES. Which—to and behold—spawned a sequel of its own, ESCAPE FROM. This pattern repeated itself through a total of five films (the original PLANET; BENEATH; ESCAPE; CONQUEST; and BATTLE...), all phenomenally successful, though many viewers felt that the sequels never really re-captured the strength and alien beauty of the original—on the other hand, there were many who felt that those lacks were more than compensated for by better concepts and better scripts; the arguments can go either way equally well.

Anyway, CBS-TV bought the TV rights to the original film, and they plotted it on the home screen one weekday evening and—WOW!—the film raked up some of the highest ratings ever seen in the history of the business. Which added considerable impetus to the drive by certain interested parties to get the Apes series concepts what-have-you onto the prime time video airways.

Which resulted, eventually, in a TV series, Planet of the Apes, produced by Herbert Hirshman and Stan Hough, and starring Roddy McDowall as the renegade chimpanzee, Galen—one of the few Apes in this strange, alien world of the future willing to befriend the two astronauts from out of Earth's past—Ron Harper as Astronaut Alan Virdon, James Naughton as his companion in nightmare, Astronaut Pete Burke; with Mark Lenard and Booth Colman doing the honors in the tenacious villain department, with Lenard playing Urko.
—a gorilla, chief military officer of the Ape council and their chief of security; the number one heavy—and Colman playing Dr. Zaius—orangutan and head of the Ape scientific community (Colman repressing the role created in the first two films of the series by noted British actor, Maurice Evans; which brings to mind an interesting—and ironic—footnote: you see, many years ago, when Booth Colman was a much younger, struggling actor, one of his first professional jobs on the Broadway stage was playing the role of Guildenstern in Shakespeare’s Hamlet, the title role played by—you guessed it!—Maurice Evans. In a sense, Colman’s career to date has gone full circle; he began with Maurice Evans and now he is taking over a role created by Evans.)

Which is where I come in. For, when one’s company—in my case, Marvel—is actively involved in publishing a magazine, Planet of the Apes; and one of the TV networks is filming a series entitled, Planet of the Apes, it is only logical that the two projects should dovetail, each branch of the media being curious about the other, wondering what the other is doing, for example, and how they are doing it. Being the more eager of the two, Marvel struck first, and this reporter found himself strapped into a big, crowded ‘74 flying westward into the Angelena smog, laden with camera and tape recorder and reams of orders and advice. (Unfortunately, CBS has yet to evolve a similar interest in Marvel but we’re still hoping—any day now the front doors will open and there will be Dan Rather or Morley Safer or—if worst comes to worst—Jack Boulton, microphone in hand, camera crew in tow, ready to ambush anyone available and find out what’s cookin’ in comics.)

But I digress too much. After all, this piece is about Planet of the Apes.

To continue...

The series is shot on the lot at Twentieth Century-Fox’s West Pico Boulevard studio complex, and on location at the Fox Ranch out in Malibu Canyon, about thirty-five miles outside Los Angeles proper. The studio itself has shrunk tremendously from the “boom” days of the thirties and forties and—perhaps—early fifties, a vast tract of back lot having been gobbled up and transformed into Century City—which movie-goers have razed and destroyed by fire and simian revolt in the mini-classic CONQUEST OF THE PLANET OF THE APES. And yet, even today, with the studio proper reduced to a mass of stage-sounds huddled together on the few acres that remain of the mighty Fox lot, there is an eerie feeling about the place. Because this is where the movies came from—and where some of them still do come from—and the magic is still there.

I turned in off West Pico and, almost immediately, I was literally enveloped by some massive pieces left over from the huge Parade set from HELLO, DOLLY!, a set that included two hundred yards of full-sized two- and three-story buildings and what—from not very far away—looks like a practical, though ancient, elevated subway line and station. It isn’t practical, of course—that would have been a ridiculous piece of extravagance (though—speaking of extravagance—set designers once executed a full-size mock-up of the deck and upperworks of a Japanese battleship!); and besides, who would have the space?—speculating on extravagance—and there are still some of the sets remaining that are quite impressive. Stages 9 & 10—where Ape was being shot—are about average size but to a relative novice like myself, used to the cramped rehearsal halls and only slightly larger theatres of Off-Off Broadway back in New York, it was like stepping into a vast, seemingly empty box.

The first man I met was a gentleman named Emmet, who is in charge of looking after the coffee/tea/fresh water wagon, and of taking care of incoming phone/written messages for actors and crew during shooting hours, and of checking guests in and out, making sure that the people who wander in are cleared for wandering with the front office. He’s not a guard—and yet, in a way, he is being the stage’s first line of defence against outsiders—but there is no way he could, or should, be considered any kind of flunky. He is a really nice guy.

Anyway, once past Emmet and the coffee wagon, I just stood still and looked around the stage. At the far end, in the opposite corner from the door I’d entered through the crew was working on today’s scenes—sequences involving Viridian, Burke, Galen, a human family, Urko, a gorilla assistant and the afterthought of a fairly serious earthquake (though not necessarily in that order)—the rest of the stage was dark. To imagine what it was like, picture in your own minds a box that was a hundred/hundred-and-fifty feet square by thirty to forty feet high, with catwalks and lighting pipes criss-crossing the space above you like some huge, wooden spider’s web. There’s a curious feeling of omnipotence to the interior of the stage, everything looking like it had just been jury-rigged into position an hour or so ago and slammed together so that it would hold for a day or so and give the carpenters no trouble at all when they arrive to rip it all apart to set up somewhere else. And that feeling isn’t all illusion; because the floor of the stage is littered with the shells of sets: a large barn interior, the Ape council chamber, various parts of various interiors of various human dwellings—which all seem to be barely a step or two above hovel in design and appearance—and Ape City interiors, more human village interiors, the whole kilo-and-kaboodle tagged and shoved neatly out of the way until it’s needed, either later on in this episode or in some other.

Which is not to imply that the soundstage is any kind of a hallowed, ersatz, movie-set kind of place; in reality, it isn’t even all that neat. There are just too many
people running around trying to do too much in too short a time, all of them wondering how the hell they got on this damn' treadmill in the first place. There are actors, actors' family/friends, child actors' parents, child actors' tutor, technicians, and lots of extraneous on-lookers. Such as myself.

So I stood—as far out of the way as possible—and I watched. And I learned.

For the actors, the biggest part of a working day in film is waiting. Waiting for the camera set-up to be completed so they can shoot the scene; waiting for the film to be reloaded; waiting for the director to finish a hurried confab with his Director of Photography—in this case, the Director of Photography being Gerald Perry Finneyman, of Star Trek and Kojak fame, an excellent craftsman who well-deserves his reputation (and a man probably only a few steps removed from Godhood for the work he did behind the camera on Star Trek; that is, if one is a true star Trek freak; if not, you don't know what you missed and you might as well go back to Planet of the Apes.)

The waiting isn't so bad if one is a principal character and/or one is in the scene being—or about to be—shot; one can always study one's script or talk with the other actors about how one is going to play the scene. One can do an impromptu rehearsal—which indicates, to me, one of the crippling faults of the television series as shot in the United States—too often, the only time actors have to rehearse and work with each other and the director on their scenes is during the camera set-ups. Which leaves the quality of the work done by the actor up to the actor and to the Director of Photography. If the Cinematographer is a real klutz and it takes all day to get the lights and camera set, then the actor has just that much more time to work on his scene; but if he's a pro—and Gerry Finneyman is a pro—the actor can often be up the proverbial creek minus the proverbial paddle, because the only way anyone can rehearse then is by having the crew sit around and wait. And that can be expensive.

Which means, simply, that the actors have to be very good.

I watched the crew run through the earthquake scene before they all broke for lunch. They'd been shooting it all morning, evidently, and things hadn't been going well and they were starting to run behind schedule. The problem, simply, was that whenever you see earthquakes or starships getting blown around subspace—things like that—bodies shaking or falling or getting thrown about on screen, nine times out of ten it's the bodies themselves—or the camera(s)—that are doing all the shaking. The set stays nice and level on good old dependable terra firma (yet, true to form, a couple of days after they shot this scene, the Los Angeles basin was shaken by a pretty respectable aftershock of the Sylmar 'quake of two years ago; which means, I suppose, that in the final analysis: if it's shot in LA the scene shakes, it could be anything, including reality).

So, there are Ron Harper (Virdon), Jim Naughton (Burke), Roddy McDowall (Galen) and this episode's guest artists, shaking and jiggling around a crude wooden table, trying to knock a bottle onto the floor without even hinting that they are the true culprits—it was the earthquake done it. Except that nothing happened. The bottle either stayed where it was or fell at the wrong time. And they had to do it again. And again. And again.

Eventually, the bottle got it right and everyone broke for lunch, humans heading for the commissary, Apes for the fruit/soft drink stand, Roddy McDowall for his private Winnebago trailer/bus-cum-dressing room-cum-office. Private because, after all, he is the star of the show, but also because wearing as complex and painful an appliance as he wears five days a week, often twelve hours a day, can be agony in and of itself. Add to that, the constant hubbub and ooooh's-and-ahhh's from the 'peanut gallery' of guests on the set, and their constant attempts to get a few words—or a lot of words—or an autograph out of him, and the choice soon becomes very basic: either one gets some privacy or one goes—if you'll pardon the pun—bananas.

Later on that day, when his scenes were done, McDowall stripped off his appliance and one was treated to a rare view of the human face of Roddy McDowall; and the damnedest thing about watching him take the appliance off was that, when he was done, he somehow didn't look...right. Having gotten so used to seeing him in his simian incarnation, it was a little mind-blowing to realize, after all, that it was only an application, and that there was indeed a man underneath.
A couple of days later—out at the Fox Ranch when the crew was shooting the fifth episode, The Cure—I spoke to Fred Blau, one of make-up chief’s Dan Striepeke’s team of make-up artists assigned to handle this most critical, delicate and essential facet of Planet of the Apes. I met four of them while I was out there—Fred Blau, Sonny Burman (who worked along with his brother on David Wolper’s acclaimed Primal Man series; in fact, only the merest quirk of fate caused them to miss flying back to LA with the rest of the crew on the doomed airliner that crashed some months back en route back from location shooting for one of the series’ episodes, wiping out almost the entire production team, including designer Janos Prohaska), Ed Butterworth and Frank Westmore (of the legendary Westmore brothers, whose names can be found next to the make-up credit of more Hollywood productions than seems decent)—but there were more, one make-up man assigned to each actor who had to wear a full application, with a general crew to handle the mask-wearing Apes (the extras) and the human actors.

The most notorious element of John Chamber’s brilliant Ape applications is, of course, the time needed to put them on. The average figure seems to be about three hours, depending on the skill of the make-up artist involved—but, because this is a weekly series and because these men have to apply the make-up day in and day out, sheer familiarity with both the process and the face it’s being applied to enable the make-up artists to streamline their operation slightly, thereby making it easier on themselves and the actor. Even so, the general time still rounds out at close to three hours.

It begins with the upper face being laid down over the actor’s cheeks and forehead, the latex appliance being ‘cemented’ down with spirit gum or glue or some other adhesive—what adhesive gets used usually depends on whether or not the actor has any sort of allergic reaction to spirit gum, glue, etc. This takes about a half-hour or so—the make-up call for simian principals being three hours before the camera call; as the average day begins at eight AM, this makes the time roughly 5:30 in the morning. The upper face now firmly in place, make-up crew and actor(s) break for breakfast—the actors eating hearty, as this is the last solid food they will eat all day—and then, fifteen minutes later, it’s back to the salt mines.

Like any other make-up job, it isn’t really the gluing down of the appliance that takes the time: there’s a head piece and there’s a chin piece and only so much time is needed to insure that they’re both firmly in place. What eats up the final 2½ hours of the make-up session is the painstaking task of finishing the appliance. Of fitting the wig and chin hairs, of combing and smoothing and gluing and combing again, so that—when all is said and done, etc—the application looks like real hair and real features on a real face, and not some two-bit, slapped-together amateur-night job where anyone with decent eyes can see the lace core of the hair piece. Also, a sloppy job will only create worse problems later on during the day’s shooting.

Once the application’s on, the make-up team reverts to a sort of maintenance mode, hanging around throughout the rest of the day’s shoot in case something goes wrong with one of the applications. And things do go wrong; through nobody’s fault but just through an average day’s wear and tear. Someone’s chin piece might work loose during a scene—the glue might melt, stretch—and so a triangular chunk is cut out of the back of the chin piece, the entire piece is re-glued back into place; or, if that won’t work, the whole thing has to be ripped out and replaced, another two hour job that everyone—actors, directors and make-up men—would like to avoid at all costs. Things can get especially hairy out at the Fox Ranch, where—on a good day in mid-summer—the temperature can head up towards three figures and when that basic heat is combined with the heat generated by the giant arc lamps the crew uses to light the exterior sets... suffice it to say it can get very hot. And life can occasionally get quite uncomfortable for a man wearing a full face simian application acting under those lights. A weight loss of ten pounds on a day like that is not considered unusual.

And you thought acting was a fun profession, did you?

The make-up team usually ends up creating about 120 applications a week, and running through them almost as quickly, fitting the principals’ applications over life masks moulded from those actor’s faces. Guest stars, on the other hand, must make do with applications moulded off a series of general life masks; so, for them, the fitting is not always exact, and, occasionally, that can lead to
some on-the-spot realignment and adjustment. Which is no fun in an air-conditioned dressing room, but when it's done in hundred-degree heat... ouch!

* 

From make-up, it seems only natural to return to the chimp who started it all: Galen a.k.a. Caesar a.k.a. Cornelius a.k.a. Roddy McDowall, who has been involved with the simian side of the Apes phenomenon for so long that—as I said earlier—one finds oneself hard pressed to think of him as anything but a chimp.

For the record, though, Roddy McDowall has been in the Business—that is, involved in all phases of theatre, movies and television—for quite some time, beginning, as a child actor and working his way through over 80 films. He's done live theatre on and off-Broadway. He's guest starred on so many TV shows, it's become ridiculous to count. He's an expert still photographer, and a photo-journal of his entitled "Double Exposure" went through two printings some years back.

Ron Harper, on the other hand, was not a child actor. He was almost a lawyer, but he decided that acting was closer to where his head was at and moved off to New York to study with Lee Strasberg after working two seasons with the Princeton University Players. He's worked Broadway—and Off-Broadway—and done stock and soap operas. And, for those of you whose memories go back that far, he starred as Lt. Craig Garrison in the late, lamented World War II action series, Garrison's Gorillas. Before that—which is going back a fair piece, even for this reporter—he was a regular on 87th Precinct and Wendy and Me.

Jim Naughton started off his professional career with what might be termed—in polite company—a bang! He played the role of Edmund Tyrone in the recent off-Broadway revival of Eugene O'Neill's classic play, A Long Day's Journey Into Night, the production capped
On location, the temperature can easily break 100 degrees under the lights, and a make-up artist finds that his work is rarely—if ever—done.

by the late Robert Ryan's brilliant performance as James Tyrone, along with strong support from Geraldine Fitzgerald as Mary Tyrone and Stacey Keach as James Tyrone, Jr. Since then, he's done both film and television work.

The trekkies among you will know Mark Lenard, of Vulcan, Spock's father; those with more esoteric trekkie memories will remember him also as the Romulan Commander from the 1967-68 season's classic episode, Balance of Terror (we are, of course, talking about Star Trek). Lenard seems to be a man blessed—or cursed—with a career that involves him with physical appliances: first, the Vulcan ears; and now, the full simian/gorilla application of Urko, chief law officer of the Ape Council. The bad guy.

Which brings us—last but not least—to Dr. Zalou. Otherwise known as Booth Colman, an actor who has done excellent work on Broadway—beginning with that long ago production of Hamlet, starring Maurice Evans—in films (Julius Caesar, Auntie Mame, Romanoff and Juliet and The Great White Hope, to name a few), and on television, guest-starring on such diverse shows as McCloud, Kung Fu and Police Story. And now, swathed in orangutan orange, he takes over the role created by his old boss. Everything changes, everything stays the same.

* I went wandering that first afternoon, out of Stage 10 and into Stage 9, to see what the crews were busy working on for tomorrow's schedule. It wasn't much, just a full-size mock up of a San Francisco subway station, complete with full-size subway train and lots and lots of rubble, courtesy of a gentleman referred to cryptically as 'The Cowboy Man.'

The Cowboy Man has been around a long time and he tells some pretty hairy stories—but I've digressed too much as it is and this really isn't the place to talk about how Cecil B. DeMille smashed a real-live telephone pole through the side of a train car what looked to be mere inches from where James Stewart was standing in DeMille's epic, The Greatest Show on Earth; it was a real fun story, though, heh, heh. But today the Cowboy Man was working, dressing the subway set so that it would look appropriately ancient for tomorrow's scenes—after all, it is two thousand-years old and there have been a few earthquakes in the interim, 'quakes that shattered the tunnel roof and sealed the station, 'quakes that soon serve to trap a desperate, hunted Pete Burke (the Jim Naughton character) and his chief hunter, Urko. And therein you have the reason for the episode's title, The Trap: Urko and Burke stuck in this very old, very decrepit BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) station, facing certain death unless they can work together to get out. Nice plot, huh?

Anyway, the Cowboy Man had sprayed some cobwebs all over the corners and nooks and crannies of the set, and was now busy sorting through a tractor-scoop full of concrete chunks and bricks—very high-class rubble this;
only the best for *Planet of the Apes*—searching for just the right-sized pieces of just the right consistency.

Suffice to say, when I saw the set the next day—during a scene in which Urko was busy throttling Burke in front of an information console, Burke yelling desperately that both of them were trapped and that if they didn’t work together they’d both die, Urko grunting a lot but eventually accepting the reality of the mess the scriptwriter had just dumped him in... ahhhh, the things a SAG card will get one into—anyway, while they were shooting this dramatic scene, I looked around the BART set and I had to admit, the Cowboy Man had done one fine job. The place was a real mess.

What with all the guests standing around watching the near-murder taking place on camera, the place looked and felt a lot like a Times Square subway station at rush hour. I guess there are just some things you can’t escape from.

* A few days later, I was out at the Fox Ranch, up in Malibu Canyon watching the *Apes* crew go to work on their next episode—*The Cure*—under the direction of Bernard McEvey. Now, right off the bat, I would like to say that Los Angeles and its environs are very strange. I mean, this is a city of a few million inhabitants, sprawled out over Lord knows how many square miles; and you’re in the city, calmly driving down a freeway, and then—boom!—all of a sudden, you’re not! You’re in the country and, as far as you can tell from the land, there isn’t a city within miles. It’s a very abrupt change for one used to the never-ending urban splutch of the BoNYWash megalopolis, and—if I may say so—it’s kind of weird. End of digression.

The ranch itself is about five miles deep, reaching back into the hills of the Las Vergines/Malibu Canyon road. The first thing I saw as I drove in is a huge concrete tank, where—I found after asking around a bit—Irwin Allen had capsized his seven metre long model of the *Queen Mary* (a.k.a. SS Poseidon, in the movie of the similar name) some years back. Now, the Fox crews are using it for another Allen disaster flick, THE TOWERING INFERNO. There’s a tall, slim forty-foot tall, hundred-and-thirty story, fire-scarred building standing in the tank and the word is they’re getting it ready to fire off again in a week or two—having just done so with spectacular results a few days before. I cursed my lousy timing and headed for the *Apes* compound.

*Apes* is tucked way back in the ranch, past the ruined temple from SAND PEBBLES that Warner Bros. uses occasionally for *Kung Fu*, and, finally, in the shadow of the knoll that *M*A*S*H*’s helicopters swung around in the opening credits—the *M*A*S*H* set itself was a bit further up the road—I found the village of Trion. And I was back on the Planet of the Apes.

To set the scene, *The Cure* involves our heroes, a gorgeous young love interest type named Amy, Urko, Zaius, malaria, some rather pig-headed medical chimpanzees and some rather belligerent gorillas. And the bark of the cinchona tree. No earthquakes, though.

This is a big-budget episode, a lot of exteriors necessitating a fair amount of background villagers—men, women, children and appropriate farm animals of all ages and degrees of health, (after all, many of the people were supposed to be dying of malaria) and a fair amount of extraneous apes, backing up the regular apes; and this week’s guest star, David Sheiner.

They’d been shooting all morning by the time I got there, Bernie McEvey discussing the shots he wanted with Gerry Finnerman, Finnerman—wearing a screaming orange yachting windbreaker and a curious Rivera/Panama hat to keep the sun away (and sun there was—it wasn’t a very warm day for LA, that time of year, but the sky was shaded a brilliant azure blue and there didn’t seem to be a cloud anywhere, nor any smog)—moving from the lights to the big, boom-mounted Mitchell camera, checking to see that everything was just about right before the scene began. As for everyone else: they mostly sat in the shade—principals working on their lines, simian principals getting their applications checked over, extras just sitting and talking, crew (those that weren’t working) doing likewise—and waited for a call from First Assistant Director Gil Mandelik—or his two assistants, Ed Lating and Cheryl Downey—to galvanize the whole melange of talents and personalities into the action.

Images pop out of those two days out at the ranch,
people moving across the dusty main 'square' of Trion, yelling orders and ducking out of sight behind the houses as the camera operator yelled that they were in the shot (actually, he told the A.D. and the A.D. yelled; after all, he had a megaphone so yelling was no great hassle); a couple of authentic looking wrangler types trying to track down a trio of hardened, escaped chickens who where understandably reluctant to return to their wire coop after being set free as background for a couple of scenes (chickens may well be among the dumbest animals God ever created, but they can be excruciatingly, exasperatingly brilliant pains-in-the-butt when they've a mind to be; and these chickens had a panic squawk that would scare a Lovecraft demon out of a year's growth). Or strolling idly around the compound, taking notes and watching the action only to suddenly on oneself face-to-face with an orangutan sitting in a director's chair in pants and torn undershirt, wearing the latest in Foster Grant's 1974 shades. Or bumping into Roddy McDowall as he dashed from his Winniebago to the set, blue terry-cloth robe around his body, cigarette stuck into a cigarette holder poking out of his mouth, sunglasses looking oddly right on his simian features, suddenly shrugging off the robe and shifting into his chimpanzee tunic, slipping out of the whole, irritatingly hot mess as soon as the scene was done and McEvey gave him the OK.

And then there were the goats.

Picture this: A village, its people weary and listless, worn down by what they view as a helpless battle against something in the air that is striking them down without mercy. Killing them. Enter Alan Virdon, Pete Burke and Galen. Virdon has a plan; the disease seems to resemble malaria. If it is malaria, he and the villagers can fight it. Amy won't die (having left a wife and son back in the good old days, before the time warp caught his starship). Virdon is torn between desire for Amy and desire for the woman he loved and left behind; very guilt-ridden, very typical, very American. So what else is new these days? Virdon calls all the villagers down and starts to give them The Word.

Except that there are these goats, see, brought in for general background and tethered way out beyond the village perimeter in what was hoped to be a classic case of out of sight, out of mind. No such luck.

Virdon begins his speech. Gather round, he calls. Baaa!

He starts telling the villagers what they have to do. Baaaam!

He keeps going. Baaaaaaaah!!!

Not for nothing is Ron Harper a star; undaunted by the off-camera opposition, he plows ahead, oblivious to those members of the far off-camera crew already convulsing on the ground. He is reaching the climax of his speech. Unfortunately, so are the goats.

The whole... whatever... of goats are in on it now, one Baaah! triggering off an answering chorus. No way is the sound mike gonna pass that noise by.

Finally...

Harper: "And we've got to... get rid of those God-damned goats!" Or words to that effect. And, as he says this, collapsing towards the ground in an aborted gesture of penultimate frustration—I mean, being heckled by a goat, for cryin' out loud—as the entire crew goes into brief, but trenchant, hysterics.

The goats are struck.

The scene is done again.

And, from the far meadow, waiting in on the wind, eager, questing ears pick up one final, defiant, never-say-die: Baaaah! Luckily for the wee beastie, he was nowhere near either star or director at the time or he might have found himself somewhat precipitously shuffled off this mortal coil of ours. Because as far as this crew was concerned, that goat had had it in Hollywood.

That's pretty much it. I took as long returning from the Planet of the Apes as I took going, and the trip was about as much fun.

People ask me, what did I think of it, of the series? Good, bad, indifferent? What? And I've thought about it—realizing that by the time you read this, the show will have been on almost a month and you'll have all made up your own minds—but this is September and the show is still in the can and an unknown quantity and I figure I owe an answer, so here goes. For better or for worse.

I honestly do not know. I've seen good people doing good work—people like Assistant Director Bill Derwin and Costumer Paula Katz and Wardrobe Assistant Pete Dawson, and all the other people I've mentioned throughout this article—and I've seen one of the best crews I've ever seen work like a fine-tuned Swiss watch putting this show together, and I've seen actors practicing their craft and doing a damn' good job of it.

But all I've seen to date are pieces—a scene here, a scene there, all of it done live under conditions that are nowhere near ideal—and because the pieces won't make sense until they're all threaded together and edited and spliced in with a soundtrack and all the rest of the cinema/TV post-production work, it's almost impossible to make any kind of valid judgement about the material one has seen. What I've seen I've liked, and I think I'll like the finished product equally well.

So there. My feelings, take 'em or leave 'em. I like what I've seen and I think the show will work well. And I hope it runs five years, mimimum! Hell, I hope it catches Gunsmoke.

'Cause I've been to the Planet of the Apes, ladies and gents, and I want to go back. Because I like it there, and I hope it's going to be there to find for a long, long time.

But that, as all of us know, is up to you.

You might say this is a case of some gorilla losing his head... but then again, you might not... but then again...
McDowall: The Man Behind the Mask

by Samuel James Maronie

For the past several years the name of British-born Roddy McDowall has been synonymous with apes—in point, the articulate apes of 20th Century-Fox's highly successful quintet of films chronicling the adventures of the Planet of the Apes characters and their offspring. Though most recognizable from his performance in the series, McDowall has been active in film since the early 1940's. A product of the studio "system," his career is not limited to films, rather embracing a variety of show-business related occupations.

Already a popular child actor in his native Britain, Roddy was somewhat established in the film industry when he came to America at the age of 8. Darryl F. Zanuck, then resident mogul of 20th Century-Fox, was so impressed by the youngster's acting in the 1941 American production of MAN HUNT, that he signed Roddy to a long-term contract.

Stardom for many actors is brief, and it is even briefer for a child actor; Roddy knew he had to broaden his acting talents in order to escape the approaching obscurity which befalls almost all child actors as they inevitably grow-up.

In his early twenties he left Hollywood for New York, where he studied acting and made the transition to the theatre. He was extremely successful on the stage, and was later invited to appear at the American Shakespeare Festival in Stratford, Connecticut in the production of "Julius Caesar". The versatile McDowall then became interested in behind-the-scenes techniques, serving as executive producer of several films, ultimately making his directorial debut with TAM LYN, starring Ava Gardner.

In addition to performing, McDowall enjoys photography, and has snapped photo assignments around the world for major magazines. His first book, a photo-essay "Double Exposure" has gone into its second printing.

In the Hollywood world of super-inflated egos, many actors would find it degrading to portray a talking "ape" in a motion picture, but McDowall takes his character in a serious manner.

"The parts are good," the 41-year old actor says, "And there's the challenge of communicating through the appliances—they're not literally masks. I think that's why we have had so many fine actors in the pictures—they like the challenge. Masks are in the oldest tradition of the theatre and there is something exciting about reviving an ancient art.

Caesar (Roddy McDowall). Orphaned son of Cornelius and Zira. Ruler of the Planet of the Apes.
"For one thing, I tended to forget the discomfort," he says. "Eight months or more would pass between these films and I didn't quite remember how wearing they really were. I had to report for work at five o'clock in the morning to spend a little under four hours in the make-up chair being transformed into a chimpanzee; but that's not the main thing that bothered me. I'm not a true claustrophobe, but after a time, not being able to scratch my nose, eat anything or drink except through a straw really works on my nerves. After about 5 hours I really become a basket case!"

Although residents of Southern California pay little attention to film crews at work on a city location, the sight of humanoid apes emoting before the cameras is quite unusual—even by Hollywood standards. Being a sensitive artist, McDowall takes offence at the shouting and pointing his simian role generates among onlookers.

"It always bothers me when people behave foolishly," he says, icily. And his anger is understandable. For an actor who approaches his job with a degree of seriousness and strives to give his role as much depth and substance as possible, laughter does not set well with McDowall's fragile ego.

Much of the overall success of the series may be attributed to the strong sense of believability Roddy McDowall has lent to his performances. Such a difficult subject matter could never have achieved the degree of popularity these films have attained without the emphasis on characterization by the actors; and McDowall has made his own significant contribution to the Apes saga.

There seem few worlds left to conquer for the multi-talented actor. Presently he finds himself as the lead of the television series relating further adventures on the PLANET OF THE APES. And demanding as these simian roles may be, McDowall can at least be content with the opportunity for steady work, something which in modern-day Hollywood has become quite a rarity—for man or ape!

"Certainly the role of Caesar (leader of the oppressed apes) has much more substance than many of the 'regular' parts I've had in other movies," McDowall comments. "I've enjoyed my roles in all of the films, yet I felt that CONQUEST was the greatest challenge, as it required more depth and characterization than any of the other performances."

Not since the early days of motion picture production have the actors suffered such rigorous working conditions. The first film was unbelievably difficult for the players as the combination of the lights, make-up and the natural heat of the desert location often made the temperature soar past 130 degrees.

"The first of the series was shot in the summer," McDowall continues, "And the heat made us perspire, which in turn worked on the spirit gum which in turn forces the reaplication of the adhesive—which in its turn works on the skin."

The subsequent films were shot during the winter, which afforded Roddy a milder climate, though there were other hardships to be endured. In BATTLE FOR THE PLANET OF THE APES, Roddy caught cold (which was a major discomfort) and he also had to have three small cysts surgically removed from his face, cysts which had been caused by the continual application and removal of the appliances. Despite annual threats to swear off further simian roles, McDowall invariably returned for a repeat performance, the lure being too great to resist.
And today, on television, Roddy McDowall dons a simian appliance yet another time to star as Galen, the chimpanzee hero of the TV series, PLANET OF THE APES, the only member of the ruling simian culture to befriend Astronauts Pete Burke (James Naughton) and Alan Virdon (Ron Harper).
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| HR-24 at $3.49 (plus 89¢) Total | HR-34 at $7.45 (plus $1.29)* Total |
| HR-25 at $3.49 (plus 89¢) Total | HR-35 at $7.45 (plus $1.29)* Total |
| HR-26 at $3.49 (plus 89¢) Total | HR-36 at $7.45 (plus $1.29)* Total |
| HR-27 at $3.49 (plus 89¢) Total | HR-37 at $8.95 (plus $1.29)* Total |
| HR-28 at $3.49 (plus 89¢) Total | HR-38 at $8.95 (plus $1.29)* Total |
| HR-29 at $3.49 (plus 89¢) Total | HR-39 at $8.95 (plus $1.29)* Total |

When ordering films, specify 8mm or Super 8mm.

| TOTAL | New York residents add 7% sales tax. |

NAME ____________________________ AGE ______

ADDRESS ____________________________

CITY ______ STATE ______ ZIP ______

*For postage & handling No cash please—check or money order only.
Monkey Around With These....

SECRET ENTRANCE

Dr Zalor
Cornelius
Zark

Astronaut

Soldier Ape

PLANET OF THE APES T.M.

MEGO

8" ACTION FIGURES, PLAYSETS AND HORSE SOLD INDIVIDUALLY AND IN SETS AT MOST TOY OUTLETS.
His name is *Cornelius*. Her name is *Zira*. They are young, they are in love. And they have a problem.

The problem’s name is *Taylor*, and the fact that he has a name at all is a major part of that problem. For he is a man with a name in a world where men have no names. He is a man who knows how to read and write in an age where man is no more than a dumb brute, a beast. He is an intelligent being in a society where Man is an animal.

He is, in short, a problem. And *Cornelius* is not at all sure he wants to deal with it.

Not that he has much choice.
IT'S A STUNT--IT MUST BE. HUMANS DON'T WRITE--!

PEAR, YOU'RE A SCIENTIST--AND YOU KNOW THAT THE FOUNDATIONS OF SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLE LIE IN OBSERVATION...

LOOK AT HIM--HE'S WRITING. OR DON'T YOU BELIEVE YOUR OWN EYES?

WHERE DID YOU LEARN TO DO THIS--TO WRITE?

JEFFERSON PUBLIC SCHOOL
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
AND I SUPPOSE THIS "JEFFERSON PUBLIC SCHOOL" IS BACK ON THAT PLANET HE CLAIMS TO COME FROM...

I CONCEDE HE MAY BE ABNORMALLY INTELLIGENT, ZIRA, BUT HE'S ALSO MAD.

I'M BEGINNING TO THINK HE'S A MARVELOUS JUDGE OF CHARACTER, CORNELIUS.

AND YOU'RE A FOOL!

NOW JUST A MINUTE--

OH, CORNELIUS, BE QUIET.

QUIET?

YOU LISTEN TO THIS... THIS HUMAN WHO NOT ONLY CLAIMS TO BE INTELLIGENT, BUT WHO CLAIMS THERE WERE TWO OTHERS AS INTELLIGENT AS HIM... AND THAT THEY ALL JUST FELL OUT OF THE SKY... AND THEN YOU TELL ME TO BE--

CORNELIUS-- HE'S WRITING SOMETHING ELSE.

IT SAYS, "NOT FELL-- FLEW!"

FLIGHT IS A SCIENTIFIC IMPOSSIBILITY.

YES-- AND EVEN IF IT WEREN'T-- WHY FLY? WHERE WOULD IT GET YOU--?
Here! Here!

Here?

Hush, Cornelius— and pull down the map.

I think he wants to show us where he and his two companions fell to our world...

Oh, really, Zira... this is quite insane...

Do you have maps?

Quite insane, indeed.
APE CIVILIZATIONS

THE FORBIDDEN ZONE

HE SAYS HE'S TRYING TO TELL US THAT'S WHERE HE CAME FROM.

 THAT NO CREATURE CAN SURVIVE IN THAT PART OF THE FORBIDDEN ZONE. I'VE BEEN THERE, ZIRA. I'VE SEEN IT.

BELIEVE ME, NOTHING COMES FROM THERE.

I DON'T, AND I'M NOT GOING TO TRY.

BUT WHAT ABOUT YOUR THEORY? THE EXISTENCE OF SOMEONE LIKE TAYLOR MIGHT PROVE IT.

ZIRA, ARE YOU TRYING TO GET MY HEAD CUT OFF? WATCH WHAT YOU SAY;-- DON'T BE FOOLISH, IF IT'S TRUE, THEY'LL HAVE TO ACCEPT IT.

THEN HOW DO YOU ACCOUNT FOR TAYLOR?

NO, THEY WON'T...
TAYLOR, CORNELIUS HAS DEVELOPED A BRILLIANT HYPOTHESIS--

"IT'S PROBABLY WRONG!"

--THAT THE APE EVOLVED FROM A LOWER ORDER OF PRIMATE, POSSIBLY MAN. IN HIS TRIP TO THE FORBIDDEN ZONE, HE DISCOVERED TRACES OF A CULTURE HOOIER THAN RECORDED TIME--

THE EVIDENCE WAS VEY MEAGER--

THAT WAS BEFORE DR. ZAUS AND HALF THE ACADEMY SAID THE IDEA WAS HERESY.

YOU DIDN'T THINK SO AT THE TIME.


HE'S TOUCHY, ISN'T HE?

OH, THERE HE GOES WITH HIS SCRIBBLING AGAIN.

IF HE'S SO SMART, WHY DOESN'T HE JUST TALK?

IT SAYS: "BECAUSE ONE OF YOU STINKING APES SHOT ME IN THE THROAT--AND I AM NOT A MISSING LINK."

OF COURSE HE ISN'T--BECAUSE IF HE WERE A MISSING LINK, THE SACRED SCROLLS WOULDN'T BE WORTH THE PARCHMENT THEY'RE WRITTEN ON.

BAMP!

WELL, MAYBE THEY'RE NOT.

NO THANK YOU! I'M NOT GETTING INTO THAT BATTLE.

I REFUSE TO DISCUSS POLITICS OR RELIGION.
OH, CORNELIUS, SHOW SOME STRENGTH FOR A CHANGE!

ZIRA, LISTEN TO ME--WE'VE GOT A FINE FUTURE AHEAD OF US, MARRIAGE, STIMULATING CAREERS. I'M EVEN UP FOR A RAISE--

RAP RAP RAP

DR. ZAIUS--

DID YOU FORGET OUR APPOINTMENT, CORNELIUS?

OH--OH NO, SIR I... I WAS JUST ASSEMBLING MY NOTES...

YOU KNOW DR. MAXIMUS, OUR COMMISSIONER FOR ANIMAL AFFAIRS?

CERTAINLY, SIR. IT'S A PLEASURE TO SEE YOU AGAIN.

WHAT IS THAT?

A MAN, DR. MAXIMUS.

YES, SIR. BUT THIS CREATURE IS A SPECIAL CASE.

WHY SPECIAL?

WE'RE CONDUCTING A NEW EXPERIMENT.

I'LL JUST GET MY NOTES...

I KNOW IT'S A MAN, AND YOU KNOW THE RULES, NO ANIMALS OUTSIDE THE COMPOUND--AND MOST CERTAINLY NOT WITHOUT A LEASH.

WOULDN'T IT BE MORE PROPERLY CONDUCTED IN YOUR OFFICE.
YES, SIR.

GUARDS!

RETURN THIS BEAST TO THE COMPOUND.

WHAT'S THIS?

A TOY. IT FLOATS ON THE AIR.

TRY IT.

ZIRA....

UTTER NONSENSE, MY DEAR.

GOOD DAY.

NONSENSE.
WE'RE TAKING NUMBER FOUR OVER TO SURGERY IN FIVE MINUTES. HAVE HUM READY.

HOW COME? THE BEAST'S THROAT IS NEARLY HEALED.

IT'S NOT HIS THROAT THIS TIME...

THE VET WANTS TO GELD HIM.

DR. ZIRA WON'T LIKE IT. SHE WANTS THAT PAIR TO MATE.

THESE ORDERS CAME FROM DR. ZEUS HIMSELF. THERE'S NOTHING SHE CAN DO ABOUT IT.

SO JUST LEASH THE BEAST AND HAVE HIM READY FOR PICK-UP IN FIVE MINUTES.

ALL RIGHT, ALL RIGHT.
STAND STILL NOW...DON'T GIVE ME ANY TROUBLE...

IF YOU ONLY KNEW, BRIGHT EYES, WHAT THEY'RE GOING TO DO TO YOU...

JUST DON'T GIVE ME ANY--

SPAPP!

UHNN--!
KLATCH!

SHREEEEEPP

A WHISTLE...

AND I'M A VERY WANTED MAN!

SHREEEEEPP

A POLICE WHISTLE...
SHREEE-EEEEPP!

LOST THEM... I HOPE...

WELL, I'LL BE A MANGY MONKEY'S UNCLE--!

IS THAT... ORGAN MUSIC... COMING FROM THIS BUILDING...?

IT... IT'S A...
WEEP IF YOU MUST, BUT MAKE AN END OF SORROW. HE LIVES AGAIN. YES, HE HAS FOUND PEACE IN HEAVEN.

HE WAS A MODEL FOR US ALL, A GORILLA TO REMEMBER: HUNTER, WARRIOR, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH...

MAMA, I HAVE TO-- GO AHEA...D, THEN--BUT HURRY UP.

CHERISHED HUSBAND, BELOVED FATHER, GENEROUS MASTER--YES, HE WAS A FONT OF SIMIAN KINDNESS.

GREAT... THE LITTLE BEAST'S COMING STRAIGHT TOWARDS ME--!

AND I CAN'T BACK OUT OF THIS PLACE NOW... SINCE THOSE SOUNDS I HEAR OUTSIDE--

"--MUST BE THE GORILLA FUZZ."

UH-OH... HERE IT COMES...

HE COULDN'T HAVE GOTTEN FAR.

RIGHT. LET'S WAIT HERE FOR A FEW MINUTES...

THE PEAR DEPARTED ONCE SAID TO ME--

LOOK...!
A MAN--!

IN HEAVEN'S NAME-- GET RID OF THAT CREATURE!!

OH MY GOD--!!

USHERS--HALT THE DESECRATION OF THIS CEREMONY AT ONCE--!!

GET THAT ANIMAL OUT OF HERE!!

THERE HE IS!

STOP HIM--!

YOU SEE WHAT I SAW?

MUST'VE ESCAPED FROM THE ZOO.

ANOTHER ONE AHEAD...
SHREE-EEEEP!

AND THIS ONE'S GOT A NET--!

USE YOUR NET, XIRINIUS!!

SWISSHHH

FLPP

YOU MISSED--!

--FEET!

STOP HIM-- BEFORE HE GETS TO HIS--

SHREE-EEEP?

DAMN WHISTLE--!
IT'S SO LOUD I'M AMAZED IT HASN'T ROUSED EVERY STINKING APE IN THIS CITY ONTO MY-------

SHREEEE

CAN'T GO BACK--

- SO I'LL JUST HAVE TO GO UP!

STOP HIM!
--RAMP!

CLOSE, TAYLOR--CLOSE.

WOULDN'T WANT TO TRY THAT AGAIN.

HE'S UP THERE--!

CUT HIM OFF WHEN HE TRIES TO GET DOWN!

WE'VE GOT HIM!

SO...

GIDDYAP, SILVER--THEY'LL BE NIPPING AT OUR HEELS IN ANOTHER MINUTE--!

UNFFF!
THOSE APPLES LOOK TASTY...

SHAME I DON'T HAVE TIME TO SAMPLE THEM.

IF I CAN JUST GET TO THE OTHER END OF THIS STREET...

GUESS AGAIN, TAYLOR.

WHUDD!
LOOK OUT...!

SHREEE SHREEE ISHREEE

SHREEEEEP

MUSEUM

WEIRD EXHIBITS THEY'VE GOT...

NOW IF I CAN JUST FIND THE BACK EXIT...
HERE.

NO!!

DODGE!

SHREEEEEPP

OH MY GOD--

NO....!!

THE WHISTLE AGAIN...!

GOT TO FIND A WAY OUT OF HERE!!

STeady now-- They should flush him out this way any second...

THERE!
SHRACK! SH-TRAK! CRACK!

LET ME THROUGH--I'M DR. ZIRA! I'M IN CHARGE OF THIS MAN--!

NOT ANY MORE, MA'AM. HE IS NOW IN THE CUSTODY OF THE MINISTRY OF SCIENCE.

ALL RIGHT HOIST HIM UP OFF THE GROUND WHERE HE CAN'T BITE US.

AND BRING THAT MUZZLE IN...

TAKE YOUR STINKING PAWS OFF ME, YOU DAMN DIRTY APE!!!

HE... SPOKE.

NEXT ISSUE: THE TRIAL!
YOU'LL BE A MASTER OF SELF DEFENSE ONCE
YOU'VE COMPLETED OUR REVOLUTIONARY NEW
AUDIOVISUAL HOME STUDY COURSE IN DYNAMIC....

KUNG-FU & KARATE

YOU LEARN BY LOOKING AND LISTENING THE EASY WAY
-FOR LESS THAN 16¢ A LESSON!

YOUR PHYSICAL SIZE AND AGE ARE UNIMPORTANT
It doesn't make any difference whether you are short, tall, skinny, fat or just plain average. We don't care if you've lost every fight you ever fought. We'll teach you how to defend yourself and those you love again, one, two, or even three attackers with complete self confidence. By taking our revolutionary new audiovisual home study course in dynamic KUNG FU & KARATE you'll be able to face ANY MAN, ANYWHERE without the fear of being physically hurt or embarrassed.

WE'LL PROGRAM YOUR MIND TO MASTER ALMOST ANY SELF DEFENSE SITUATION
No rigorous or boring exercises are necessary. You learn in the comfort and privacy of your own home, either alone or with a friend, by looking and listening with your simple, effective audiovisual technique. You merely follow the pictures in our lesson book as you listen to each lesson on our SPECIAL LONG PLAYING 12" RECORD. What could be easier?

By playing this record over and over, the lessons become buried deep in your subconscious. Your mind is conditioned in the ancient Oriental disciplines of KUNG FU & KARATE—it develops a memory bank of specialized fighting knowledge. If you are attacked, you'll find yourself springing to action almost automatically, using this knowledge to defend yourself and those you love.

YOUR BODY BECOMES A POWERFUL WEAPON OF DEFENSE
We'll teach you how to use your hands, feet, arms, legs, elbows and knees as powerful weapons against any attacker. You'll learn the KUNG FU & KARATE techniques of the thrust punch, hammer fist, X & U punch, knife hand, spear hand, palm heel strike, snap kick, thrust kick, stamping kick, knee kick, elbow strike, backfirst, X block, sweeping block, high and low blocks, and much, much more. You'll learn nerve centers and pressure points—where, when and how to hit effectively and avoid being hit yourself. You'll learn all the essential secrets of these two Oriental fighting arts—ancient secrets that have allowed smaller, weaker men to defeat larger, more powerful men with ease.

A NEW, CONFIDENT YOU
Take this course and feel like a new person. Never be afraid to go anywhere ever again—ball game, beach, school yard, bar, dance, tough neighborhood, back alley or parking lot at night. Gain self confidence and win the respect and admiration of those you love. Your cool, confident steel-like gaze will show others you are no person to fool around with. Feel a new power come over you—the power to master almost any self defense situation!

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET:
Our long playing 12" 33 1/3 RPM instruction record which contains 35 complete, separate and distinct lessons. It was specially produced to make the learning of the essential self defense techniques of KUNG FU & KARATE as inexpensive and easy as possible.

Complete picture lesson book containing over 135 photos and illustrations. While you are coached by the lesson record, each defensive movement is shown to you step-by-step by our instructor, TOYOTARO MIYAZAKI, BLACK BELT, 5TH DAN from the world famous KENKOJUKU DOJO in TOKYO, JAPAN.

Complete nerve center and pressure point chart showing all vital areas of defense.

HERE'S WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY ABOUT THIS COURSE:
"Next to taking lessons in dojo, this home study course has to be the best way available for learning self-defense Kung Fu and Karate." - R. Richards, Black Belt, 1st Dan

"At last! A home study course that is more than just a book or manual. This course is, without a doubt the easiest most effective home study program I have ever come across." - G. Aschkar, Black Belt, 1st Dan

ALL THIS FOR LESS THAN 16¢ A LESSON
It's hard to believe, but it's true! People across this country pay up to $10.00 for a single lesson in KUNG FU or KARATE—more than the cost of this entire home study course. Only today's modern technological advances in audiovisual learning, and mass production techniques make it possible for us to bring you this complete course at such a ridiculously low price! Yes it's absolutely true—you get 35 complete lessons for only $4.96 & 50¢ for postage and handling—that's less than 16¢ a lesson!

Don't delay! Order this complete home study course today. You'll never forgive yourself if you don't.

10 DAY NO RISK MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
If after ten days of examining this home study course, you are not completely satisfied that this is the easiest, most effective way possible to learn self defense, KUNG FU and KARATE at home, you may return it for a full refund of your purchase price.

USE THIS RUSH COUPON TO ORDER:
Yes, this is for me. Rush me your complete audiovisual home study course in dynamic KUNG FU & KARATE. I enclose $4.96 plus 50¢ for postage and handling (totaling $5.48) as payment in full. I understand that this course was designed to teach me how to use KUNG FU & KARATE to defend myself. I promise never to use these techniques as an aggressor. Send cash, check or money order to:
Demaru, Inc., Dept. MM-3
667 Madison Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10021

Name:________________________________________
Street:_____________________________________
City:_______________________________________
State:________________________ Zip:_________

New York residents please include appropriate sales tax. Residents of England please send £3. Sorry no COD's.
SCIENCE FICTION
IS ALIVE, WELL, AND LIVING AT MARVEL!
WORLDS UNKNOWN™
IS COMING BACK
-IN A BRAND-NEW MAGAZINE-SIZE FORMAT!
On Sale Soon—Watch For It!

ALL-NEW AND ALL-GREAT!

TWO TALES OF CONAN AT HIS MOST MAGNIFICENT!

TWO EPICS OF KULL—EXILE OF ATLANTIS!

plus:

BLACKMARK
GLADIATOR OF NEW EARTH!

SWORD-AND-SORCERY AT ITS MIGHTIEST—

84 BIG PAGES FOR $1 ON SALE OCTOBER 15
"Every successful bodybuilder has got to use the most advanced bodybuilding methods available. UNIVERSAL BODYBUILDING offers the best! Using UNIVERSAL methods, I have made excellent gains!"

Brian Eastman

IMPOSSIBLE?

NOT FOR THE SUPER BODYBUILDING SYSTEM!

BE BETTER THAN THE BEST, BE DYNAMIC!

MOST MEN NEVER REALIZE THEIR POTENTIAL FOR MUSCULARITY. Why? Probably because they've never come across or taken advantage of a training program quite like the one we offer here at UNIVERSAL BODYBUILDING. Our course has the ULTIMATE MASTERPLAN for TOTAL BODY DEVELOPMENT!

Very few men are satisfied with the way they look at present. They know themselves that they wouldn't mind having a REALLY MASCULINE BODY - one that will "turn on" the girls and make the guys envious.

WITH UNIVERSAL METHODS, YOU CAN BREAK OUT OF YOUR "OLD" SELF, AND TRANSFORM YOUR BODY INTO AN ATTENTION-GETTER!!! WE GUARANTEE TO IMPROVE YOUR BODY FAR BEYOND WHAT YOU'VE EVER BELIEVED POSSIBLE! We have perfected bodybuilding training techniques to the extreme, so that we can offer you the fastest gains possible. If you're thin and underweight, you'll be astonished at how quickly muscles appear. If you're overweight, we can help you to trim down the fat and replace it with rock-hard muscle. We'll tone up your abdominal area, and show you how to obtain a well-defined and impressive waist.

Add 2 or 3 inches to your arms, 4 or 5 inches to your chest — your rewards will be in direct proportion to your effort and accomplishments — nobody sets a limit to your success.

In the time it takes to complete this 12 lesson course, we can guarantee you a muscular foundation fantastic enough to be developed to your fullest potential!! You can go far beyond mere "improvement" with the Advanced Training Techniques included in this course. We can give you the firm, rippling, muscular body of a physique star!! Send in our FREE COLORFUL BROCHURES TODAY (fantastic information about our course — loaded with unbelievable photographs). You won't regret it!!

FREE!

UNIVERSAL
BODYBUILDING
Box 485 Dept 4
Dearborn, Michigan 48121

RUSH me those FREE COLORFUL BROCHURES TODAY! I want to be able to KNOCK 'EM DEAD with a FABULOUS BODY!!!

Name________________________ Age________

Address________________________

City____________State________Zip____

MAIL TODAY!
The PLANET OF THE APES LIVES

Four plastic model kits, so lifelike you'll think they've jumped right off the movie screen! Cornelius, dedicated chimpanzee scientist... Dr. Zaius, the orangutan who holds the secret of the world where beasts reign supreme... General Ursus, gorilla warrior... General Aldo, rebel menace... Order these exciting kits today!

The World of Dinosaurs!
In prehistoric times, they roamed the earth—masters of their world. Pteranodon—winged reptile (with an 18 ½” wingspan)! Allosaurus—killer scourge of North America (over 10’ high)! Both yours—in exciting new hobby kits!

The Classic Monsters
Glow-in-the-dark model kits!
Authentic, Easy-to-assemble. Easy-to-paint. And when you turn off the lights, they glow with an eerie luminosity like you've never seen before!

Mail to: MARVEL COMICS GROUP
Merchandising Dept.
575 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Please send me:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Additional Charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HR-1</td>
<td>Cornelius</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>+ $0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR-2</td>
<td>Dr. Zaius</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>+ $0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR-3</td>
<td>General Ursus</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>+ $0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR-4</td>
<td>General Aldo</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>+ $0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR-5</td>
<td>Pteranodon</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>+ $0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR-6</td>
<td>Allosaurus</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>+ $0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR-7</td>
<td>Dracula</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>+ $0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR-8</td>
<td>Werewolf</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>+ $0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR-9</td>
<td>Frankenstein</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>+ $0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total

New York residents: add 7% sales tax

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY _____ STATE _____ ZIP

*For postage and handling. No cash please—check or money order only.*
FEAR NO MAN with KUNG FU

GO ANYWHERE — ANYTIME with CONFIDENCE, SAFETY and DIGNITY —

Because you have mastered KUNG FU, The Ancient Oriental Art of defense handed down from father to son. Kung Fu's DEADLY POWER will atomize your attacker disarming and turning him into a helpless mush in seconds.

BECOME A NEW MAN — ABLE TO PROTECT YOUR FAMILY AND LOVED ONES —

FREE PIN-UP CHART REVEALS DEADLY AREAS OF NERVE CENTERS.

"Secrets of KUNG FU WARRIORS" — easy to understand, simple to follow and practice once you know the hidden instructions. The Secret Instructions and Pin-Up Chart are yours for the amazingly low price of $1.98. (postage included)

GUARANTEED — 10 Day Trial — Money Back If you are not amazed at your new mighty power with "KUNG-FU" You OUGHT TO ACT NOW.

ARTEK KUNG FU, Dept. 51959
P.O. Box 67
Woodstock, N.Y.

Please rush me my Kung Fu Secret Instructions and Free Pin-Up Chart on your Money Back Guarantee.

[ ] I enclose $1.98 in full payment.

Name
Address
City State Zip

---

DEVELOP FEARSOME POWER

WITH WEIGHTED WRISTLETS $3.98

"Power Packed" Arm Builders Start Instantly To Give You mighty striking power and strength. Build the powerful arms you want without special equipment or exercises. Wear these rugged weighted wristlets during your ordinary activities at work or play.

BUILD YOUR STRENGTH

Hour by hour, day by day the muscles in your arms are strengthened and grown to new power. Wear your "Power Packed" wristlets and get the proud masculine feeling that says "I can take care of myself."

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Order your "Power Packed" weighted wristlets today. Use them for 10 days. If you don't see immediate and progressive improvement, if you don't instantly feel more powerful, more masculine, more capable — you can return them for refund of the full purchase price.

Cost of one $3.98 plus 50c shipping. A pair costs $6.98 plus 55c shipping. Sorry, No C.O.D.

Power Builders, Dept. 51959
50 Bond Street, Westbury, N.Y. 11590

HORROR & SCIENCE-FICTION SPECIALISTS

MOVIE POSTERS

Admit Specials give double admission to any show, or any 1 of 10 famous films, all for 40c. Special available with your order.

Choice of Special Police
PRIVATE DETECTIVE
SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR

First time ever offered! The real "McCoy!" Professional style badge kit and case. Includes genuine solid silver badge and extra heavy nickel for use by private and special investigators. PLUS authentic type carrying case and I.D. Card. No C.O.D.'s. Money back guarantee.

THOUSANDS OF RARE ITEMS

Let's help each other.

the good neighbor.

The American Red Cross

advertising contributed for the public good

PLAY GUITAR IN 7 DAYS OR MONEY BACK

In this special introductory offer you get the ninth edition of the famous Spread With $1.00 which shows you how to play a beautiful song using the first day and any song by ear or note in seven days! Contains 32 pages. All tunes showing, chart, etc., plus 119 popular and country melodies. Send $1.00 cash, check, or money order with name and address.

PLAY GUITAR IN 7 DAYS OR MONEY BACK

TOTAL VALUE

MONEY

ED SAYS: Studio 312-F, Aven by the Sea, N.J. 07717

MARGAREE CORP., Dept. K-58
201 Lincoln Blvd., Middlesex, N.J. 08846

Yes, I want to start building powerful, granite-hard hands, wrists, and forearms.

I enclose check (or money order) for just $9.95. Send me immediately the KARATOK Grip Developer to try in my own home. If not delighted, I may return the KARATOK in 10 days for full refund. No questions asked.

Name
Street
City
State Zip
Werewolf At The Door?

Don't fret.
Just pick up on the fourth fiendish issue of Marvel's own monstrous movie magazine featuring:

Werewolves
Interview: Lon Chaney Jr.
More Werewolves
Zardoz
—and—
Even More Werewolves

MONSTERS OF THE MOVIES

84 BIG PAGES—ON SALE OCTOBER 15
Get your copy today—before the wolfbane blooms!

THE LIVING DEAD WALK AMONG US
—in the fear-haunted pages of

VAMPIRE TALES

AND YOU THOUGHT DRACULA WAS THE ONLY VAMPIRE YOU HAD TO WORRY ABOUT?

75¢ FOR 68 BIG PAGES!
ON SALE OCTOBER
—WHEREVER MAGAZINES ARE DISPLAYED!
BUILD YOUR WEAK, THIN BODY INTO A POWERFUL MUSCULAR DYNAMO... In Less Time Than You Think!

Imagine how you will look after gaining 3 big inches or more on your arms, 4 wide inches on your chest and more inches on your back, legs and thighs!

Strength, Power and Endurance are YOURS when you learn HOW TO build large, solid muscles through Joe Weider's Course, shown in his book, "How To Build A Strong Muscular Body," yours for just twenty-five cents!

START to build YOUR BODY in less time than you thought possible!

BELIEVE IT OR NOT... the Weider Bodybuilding System BRINGS FANTASTIC RESULTS FAST! Here's PROOF!

Joe Weider
Trainer of "Mr. America", "Mr. Universe", "Mr. World", and over 3,000,000 successful pupils throughout the world.

Weider's System of Bodybuilding prepares you for feats of strength, athletics, courage, fearlessness, confidence, self-defense, romance, love and success!

A copy of our Book is ready to be mailed to you as soon as your coupon reaches us! RUSH IT TO US TODAY!

Joe Weider—Dept: 27-114F, 55 Maple St., Norwood, N.J. 07648

Joe Weider, Dept: 27-114F, 55 Maple St., Norwood, N.J. 07648

IT'S A DEAL! I want to build up my weak, thin body into a Powerful Muscular Dynamo. Send me your Book, "How To Build A Strong Muscular Body," I enclose 25c in full payment. I am under no further obligation; no salesman will call on me.

Name __________________________ Age __________________________

Address _______________________________________________________

City __________________________ State __________________________ Zip __________________________
The amazing Spider-Man® swings into web-slinging action against Kraven the Hunter! The Incredible Hulk® takes on the hordes of Hydra! And you create these lifelike situations yourself with these exciting new model kits. Each kit is 6-12" inches high with complete assembly instructions, background diorama, and a never-before-published comic book by Len Wein, John Romita, and Herb Trimpe. It's a new era in hobby kits! Order today!

HR-10. SPIDER-MAN™ $2.70
Plus 65c for postage & handling.

HR-11. HULK™ $2.70
Plus 65c for postage & handling.

Spider-man Toys
IDEAL FOR GIFTS

So who says elves have a monopoly on helping Santa?!

HR-13. SPIDEY™ SQUIRT GUN,
41.29. Plus 49c*.

HR-12. KUNG FU FIGHTER,
Push-button action! With real "kick and chop" motion!
$2.98. Plus 65c*.

HR-14. SPIDER-MAN™ STUNT CYCLE

HR-15. SPIDEY™ FOAM.
World famous Crazy Foam in the widest container ever! Only $1.25. Plus 49c*.

HR-16. SPIDER-MOBILE.
Battery-operated Spider-Man dune buggy - as seen in the comic books themselves! $9.95. Plus 98c*.

Marvel Superheroes!

HR-18. CAPT. AMERICA.
$2.99. Plus 65c*
They're 8" inch and made of durable, bendable, poseable plastic - with costumes made of real cloth. Make up your own Marvel Comics adventures!

Mail to: MARVEL COMICS GROUP
Merchandising Dept.
575 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Please send me:

HR-10 at $2.70 (plus 65c)* Total
HR-11 at $2.70 (plus 65c)* Total
HR-12 at $2.98 (plus 65c)* Total
HR-13 at $1.29 (plus 49c)* Total
HR-14 at $1.39 (plus 49c)* Total
HR-15 at $1.25 (plus 49c)* Total
HR-16 at $9.95 (plus 98c)* Total
HR-17 at $2.99 (plus 65c)* Total
HR-18 at $2.99 (plus 65c)* Total

Total

NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY RESIDENTS MUST ADD APPLICABLE SALES TAX.

NAME
AGE

ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

*For postage & handling
No cash please - check or money order only.

Plus:
"The Trial of Astronaut Taylor"
Chapter four in our continuing adaptation of the original, never-before-seen in comics form, "Apes" movie!
Not to mention the photos, features, and far-out fantasy you have come to expect from Marvel Magazines' PLANET OF THE APES

Issue #4—ON SALE NOVEMBER 19, 1974!

(Which, if you stop to think about it, means that this magazine has just gone monthly! That's right! Because you've demanded it, PLANET OF THE APES is going to be published twelve times a year. So be here—thirty days from now—when the excitement continues to grow!)
THE WORLD'S DEADLIEST FIGHTING SECRETS CAN BE YOURS...

THE SUPREME GRAND MASTER OF THE BLACK DRAGON FIGHTING SOCIETY brings you the forbidden secrets of

DIM MAK

"The Death Touch"
in this exclusive book!

THE DEADLIEST MAN ALIVE!

Bringing to you these forbidden and secret fighting arts is the Supreme Grand Master of all the fighting arts—Count Dante who won the World Overall Fighting Arts championship (Master & Expert Divisions) after defeating the top Judo, Boxing, Wrestling, Karate, Gung Fu, Aikido, etc. masters in 'Death Matches' on Aug 1, 1967 the World Federation of Fighting Arts crowned the Count—"The World's Deadliest Fighting Master."

BLACK DRAGON FIGHTING SOCIETY

The BLACK DRAGON FIGHTING SOCIETY is the WORLD'S DEADLIEST FIGHTING ORGANIZATION which has included in its closed membership, the top fighting experts of the DREADED CHINESE TONG SOCIETY—The oriental, and more vicious counterpart of the Mafia. Its members who are the world's top masters in the oriental fist and grappling arts, train in the most SECRET and FORBIDDEN aspects of the DEADLY Chinese fighting arts of GUNG FU, TAI CHI, CHUAN, CHUAN-FA, KEMPO, Hsing Yi, Pa-Rua, Shaolin Boxing and DIM MAK.

Until recently, the forbidden training secrets of the society have been closely guarded by the members who were sworn to secrecy and joined together thru their initiation ceremony of blood. Breaking of the oath to secrecy meant death by torture to the offender.

Now for the first time their FORBIDDEN SECRETS OF TERROR can be shared with you.

BREAK A BRICK

Included in the manual is a GUARANTEED method of brick and board breaking enabling anyone to break a brick or board after only minutes of training. THIS IS NOT EXAGGERATION, THERE IS NO TRICK OR GIMMICK. There is nothing to be held in the hand, or any hand brace needed; and no special stunt bricks or boards are needed. This is the same method that many famous Karate Masters use.

Considered by many as evil and cruel; the lethally savage ripping, tearing, slashing, clawing and gouging techniques which comprise the POISON HAND ARSENAL are used to attack (by strike, touch or pressure) the nerve centers, pressure points, sensitive spots, muscles and vital organs of the body. You will learn the original 77 "POISON HAND" techniques of ancient China in actual photographs showing them in application. These are not photos of drawings, but actual photos of COUNT DANTE applying these torturing techniques which are meant to maim, disfigure, cripple or kill and have been used by oriental terrorists and assassins to MURDER!

OUR $10,000 GUARANTEE

We cannot guarantee to make you a Fighting Arts Master or even an expert, as this is up to you; but we can make a $10,000 GUARANTEE that this book is DEADLYER than any other book, manual or course ever printed anywhere, at any cost and that it was, as mentioned before, refused for past publication due to its extremely FEROCIOUS nature. We also guarantee that the "WORLD'S DEADLIEST FIGHTING SECRETS" contains the most SECRET and FORBIDDEN attack and defense methods ever devised by man and that the DIM MAK and POISON HAND techniques are completely authentic and the WORLD'S DEADLIEST FIGHTING FORMS.

Last we guarantee that you can break a real, authentic brick or board WITH NO GIMMICK—just your hand, using our method AFTER ONLY MINUTES OF TRAINING. If you are not satisfied, return the book in good condition and we will refund the amount. MAIL COUPON NOW! AIR MAIL REACHES US OVERNIGHT.

FREE BLACK DRAGON FIGHTING SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP

as a special bonus for ordering early!

Your own authentic identification card will be rushed to you absolutely free!

MAIL GUARANTEED NO-RISK COUPON NOW!

Rush my copy of the "World's Deadliest Fighting Secrets" in plain wrapper, I enclose $5.00 plus 50¢ in full payment for postage and handling (Totaling $5.50 by cash, check or money order). For foreign countries send equivalent in U.S. Currency. If for any reason I am not satisfied, I may return the book in 7 days for a full refund ($5.50). I pledge never to use the deadly techniques contained in this manual as an aggressor (only to defend myself) and will never abuse the trust placed in me.

BLACK DRAGON FIGHTING SOCIETY, Dept. MM-114
P. O. Box 09118, Chicago, Ill. 60609

Name
Please Print

Address

City State Zip

Illinois residents please enclose 25¢ for Illinois Sales Tax (Total $5.75)
A million jobs have disappeared since 1960

Will Your Job be Next to Go?

Shouldn’t you start your own business NOW

...while still employed?

Before more jobs disappear through mergers, automation, and mechanization, shouldn’t you at least investigate the way so many men have become owners of profitable businesses—starting spare time and now are independent of bosses, strikes, layoffs and automation?

All that’s needed is your name on the coupon. Facts mailed free. No salesman will call.

Here are facts: With some ambition and less than fifteen hundred dollars, you start your own Duraclean business, spare time, without risking your job or paycheck!

It’s a nationally advertised, worldwide business. It does not require skill, more than an average education, or traits except the willingness to work to start grossing $12, $19, or $26 profit per hour. By return mail, we will explain how.

You build by adding servicemen and/or servicewomen . . . and we pay for their equipment so you can expand rapidly.

This is a service to homeowners as well as offices and stores and institutions—a sensational method of cleaning carpets and upholstered furniture right on the customer’s premises—the EXCLUSIVE DURACLEAN SYSTEM!

When you have had your own carpet and furniture cleaned, you know that ordinary methods grind fibers with harsh scrubbing, leaving carpet soggy for days.

This exclusive ABSORPTION METHOD lifts out dirt and greasy soil with a gentle, almost dry foam. Do-it-yourself “so-called” cleaning methods and scrubbing drive soil deeper. You TAKE IT OUT. Carpets and furniture can be used again in a few hours. This is vital to stores, offices, motels.

You operate under a nationally known name—use an exclusive process recommended by the nation’s leading carpet mills and in the editorial pages by House & Garden, McCalls, Parents, and House Beautiful. You receive our step by step guidance and help.

Your training shows you how to perform your 7 superior “on location” services . . . how to get customers, how to control your expenses, how to make the maximum profit. You become an expert in the care of furnishings. It is an interesting, exciting career.

Although in time you will wish to buy one or more trucks from your profits, no truck or office is needed to start. You can carry all equipment in your car trunk. Your phone calls can be received at home.

As a Duraclean Dealer you are the sole owner of an independent business and are your own boss. You keep all the net profits.

This business can pay you far more than most men earn—with only the talent and ambition you now possess, and you can operate in any one of three ways.

Many let servicemen do the work while they make a substantial profit on each.

Some men operate permanently in spare time for the extra money they need. Some start in spare time and quit their jobs only after they see they can make a lot more money as a full time Duraclean Specialist.

Even small one-man businesses with one or two helpers can and do bring in $30,000 and more annually. A very high percent is clear profit to you.

The Duraclean Business can be as small as you want or in it can be expanded to the level your ambition dictates. There is no limit on income for an ambitious man.

We are about to appoint a limited number of men who are truly ambitious, and anxious to do something about their futures. We want men who will follow our proven plans for success and who want—with our help—their own successful businesses.

If this opportunity interests you, please send your name, on the coupon at the right, for a FREE 24-page booklet which gives complete details on the Duraclean Business. No salesman will call on you. After you’ve read the facts, decide in the privacy of your home if you wish to take the next step toward starting a business.

WE SWITCHED!

"For the first time in 20 years I've got security—without fear of losing my factory job."

B. E., Ohio

"I took in $2800 in April. I worked from my home. My wife handles all telephone calls. We both enjoy our new-found independence and the compliments we get from satisfied customers."

J. F. A., Texas

"When I was 40 I decided to retire before I was 50 years old. With Duraclean I gained financial security in only 8 years—then sold my business at a big profit."

Mrs. B. B., Mass.

"Duraclean brought security and an education for my daughters. We've done as much as $3000 on a single job."

J. H., Ill.

"Life is happier and more prosperous for my family and me. Without Duraclean I'd still be going from job to job. Now moving to new 5-bedroom home."

R. J. B., Mich.

"These are just a few of the letters in our files from men and women who have found success as Duraclean dealers. (In another year your statement could be here, too.)"

Announcing Duraclean International

4-1YN Duraclean Bldg., Deerfield, Ill. 60015

Without obligation send me the free booklet which shows me how I can start a Duraclean Business in my spare time without risking my job. No salesman is to call.

Name ____________________________

Address __________________________

City ____________________________

State & Zip __________________________

WE SWITCHED!

"For the first time in 20 years I've got security—without fear of losing my factory job."

B. E., Ohio

"I took in $2800 in April. I worked from my home. My wife handles all telephone calls. We both enjoy our new-found independence and the compliments we get from satisfied customers."

J. F. A., Texas

"When I was 40 I decided to retire before I was 50 years old. With Duraclean I gained financial security in only 8 years—then sold my business at a big profit."

Mrs. B. B., Mass.

"Duraclean brought security and an education for my daughters. We've done as much as $3000 on a single job."

J. H., Ill.

"Life is happier and more prosperous for my family and me. Without Duraclean I'd still be going from job to job. Now moving to new 5-bedroom home."

R. J. B., Mich.

"These are just a few of the letters in our files from men and women who have found success as Duraclean dealers. (In another year your statement could be here, too.)"
"Look who's smiling now!"

Sometimes a man sets his ambitions high enough to make skeptics smile. But how often he gets the last laugh! One outstanding LaSalle graduate writes: "At the time I started studying with LaSalle, I was working as a factory clerk. Before completing the course I was transferred to cost accounting and my salary was increased by $1800. Now, having completed the course, I'm in charge of the department and on my way. LaSalle's course helped me pull myself out of a boring and ill-paid job into a position of opportunity."

The words in quotes come directly from one of the pleased reports that are sent to us by LaSalle graduates. LaSalle files contain many letters from men and women who have moved ahead with the help of LaSalle training. You, too, can prepare for the career opportunity of your choice through LaSalle home study — without interfering with your present work — and by devoting only a little of your spare time.

LaSalle has been a leader in home education for more than sixty years, enrolling over 2,000,000 ambitious men and women in its many courses. You study under the supervision of LaSalle's experienced faculty. Upon satisfactory completion of your study, you receive the LaSalle diploma — a respected credential.

Mailing the LaSalle postage-paid coupon alongside may be the first step toward preparing yourself for a better job, and the many good things that go with success. Simply check the program in which you are most interested, to receive a valuable free booklet describing the opportunities in that field. There is no obligation. LaSalle, 417 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 60605.

MAIL THIS POSTAGE-PAID ENVELOPE
LA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A Correspondence Institution

Please rush me, without cost or obligation, FREE booklet and full information on the opportunity I have checked below:

ACCOUNTING
- Complete Accounting
- CPA Training

BUSINESS
- Management Training

BANKING & FINANCE
- Management Training

REAL ESTATE
- Complete Training

TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION
- Complete Training

DIESEL MECHANICS
- Maintenance & Repair

LANGUAGE
- Spanish

INTERIOR DECORATING
- Complete Training

MUSIC
- Piano
- Guitar
- Spinet Organ

TECHNICAL
- Machine Repair

WRITING
- Fiction
- Non-Fiction

ART TRAINING
- Complete Training

DENTAL OFFICE ASSISTANT
- Complete Training

AUTOMOTIVE
- Maintenance & Repair

HIGH SCHOOL
- Diploma Program

EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT
- Law for Executive Leadership
- Law for Police Officers

EDUCATIONAL TESTING
- State and School Certification

RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT
- Complete Training

Motel/Hotel Management
- Complete Training

AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION
- Service & Repair

SECRETARIAL
- Complete Training

HIGH SCHOOL
- Diploma Program

First Class Permit No. 27
Chicago, Ill.